2017 ford focus manual transmission

Quick Links Download this manual. Page 2 No part of this publication may be reproduced,
transmitted, stored in a retrieval system or translated into any language in any form by any
means without our written permission. Errors and omissions excepted. Page 8 3
Troubleshooting We recommend that you take some time to get to know your vehicle by reading
this manual. The more that you know about your vehicle, the greater the safety and pleasure
you will get from driving it. Page 11 Introduction Cabin air filter Front airbag E Front fog lamps
Check fuel cap Fuel pump reset Child safety door lock or unlock Fuse compartment Child seat
lower anchor Hazard warning flashers Child seat tether anchor Heated rear window Cruise
control E Heated windshield Do not open when hot Page Data Recording In order to properly
diagnose and service your vehicle, Ford Motor Company Power window lockout Ford of Canada
in Canada , and service and repair facilities may access or share among them vehicle diagnostic
information received through a direct Page 13 Ford of Canada privacy policy at is recorded by
the event data recorder Page California Proposition 65 Terms and Conditions. See SYNC page
US Only Ford Credit offers a full range of financing and lease plans to help you acquire your
vehicle. If you have financed or leased your vehicle through Ford Credit, thank you for your
business. Page Replacement Parts Recommendation A great way to know for sure you are
getting this level Call Page Mobile Communications Equipment We do not recommend
appropriately used, particularly in or endorse the use of aftermarket plug-in emergency
situations. Safety must be devices unless approved by Ford. The paramount when using mobile
vehicle Warranty will not cover damage communications equipment to avoid caused by an
aftermarket plug-in device. Page 17 Introduction recommendations and specifications that are
unique to your vehicle. Features or equipment listed as standard may be different on units built
for export. Correct vehicle usage and the authorized disposal of waste, cleaning and lubrication
materials are significant steps toward this aim. Page Installing Child Restraints Child Safety
Recommendations for Safety Restraints for Children Child Child size, height, weight, or age
Recommended restraint type Use a child safety seat Infants or Children weighing 40 lb 18 kg or
less sometimes called an toddlers generally age four or younger. Page 22 Child Safety 2. Pull
down on the shoulder belt and then grasp the shoulder belt and lap belt together. E 5. To put the
retractor in the automatic locking mode, grasp the shoulder portion of the belt and pull
downward E until all of the belt is pulled out. Page 23 1 inch 2. In Canada, check with your local
St. Do not use LATCH lower anchors for the center seating position unless the child seat
manufacturer's instructions permit and specify using anchors spaced at least as Attach the
tether strap afterward, if included with the child seat. Page 26 If your child restraint system is
equipped with a tether strap, and the child restraint manufacturer recommends its use, Ford
also recommends its use. Page 28 Child Safety If, with a backless booster seat, you cannot find
a seating position that adequately supports your child's head, a high back booster seat would
be a better choice. Children and booster seats vary in size and shape. Choose a booster that
keeps the lap belt low and snug across the hips, never up across the stomach, and lets you
adjust the shoulder belt to cross the chest Page Child Restraint Positioning Child Safety If the
booster seat slides on the vehicle WARNINGS seat upon which it is being used, placing a
conjunction with the instructions and rubberized mesh sold as shelf or carpet warnings
provided by your vehicle liner under the booster seat may improve manufacturer. Page 31 Child
Safety The childproof locks are located on the rear edge of each rear door and must be set
separately for each door. Left-Hand Side Turn counterclockwise to lock and clockwise to
unlock. Right-Hand Side Turn clockwise to lock and counterclockwise to unlock. Always drive
and ride with your Failure to follow this could seriously seatback upright and the lap belt
increase the risk of injury or death. Page Fastening The Seatbelts Seatbelts The seatbelt
pretensioners at the front seating positions are designed to tighten the seatbelts when
activated. In frontal and near-frontal crashes, the seatbelt pretensioners may be activated alone
or, if the crash is of sufficient severity, together with the front airbags. The pretensioners will
activate when the Safety Canopy is deployed. Page 34 Seatbelts Pregnant women should
always wear their In addition, the retractor is designed to lock seatbelt. The lap belt portion of a
if the webbing is pulled out too quickly. If combination lap and shoulder belt should this occurs,
let the belt retract slightly and be positioned low across the hips below pull webbing out again
in a slow and the belly and worn as tight as comfort will As the belt retracts, you will hear a
clicking sound. This indicates the seatbelt is now in the automatic locking mode. How to
Disengage the Automatic Locking Mode Unbuckle the combination lap and shoulder belt and
allow it to retract completely to disengage the automatic locking mode and activate the vehicle
sensitive emergency locking mode. The driver's safety belt is not buckled The safety belt
warning light illuminates 1- before the ignition switch is turned to the 2 minutes and the warning
chime sounds on position The driver's safety belt is buckled while the The safety belt warning
light and warning indicator light is illuminated and the chime turn off. Page 37 Seatbelts If You

and the front seat passenger buckle The Belt-Minder feature will not activate. You or the front
seat passenger do not The Belt-Minder feature activates, the buckle your safety belts before
your vehicle safety belt warning light illuminates and a For the seating position you are Ford
Motor Company recommends that switching off, buckle then unbuckle the all safety belt
assemblies in use in vehicles safety belt three times at a moderate involved in a crash be
replaced. However, speed, ending in the unbuckled state. Page 39 Ford Motor Company dealers.
Only Ford seatbelt extensions made by the original equipment seatbelts manufacturer should
be used with Ford seatbelts. Ask your authorized dealer if your extension is compatible with
your Ford vehicle restraint system. Do not place objects under the front passenger seat or
between the seat and the center console. Page 44 Supplementary Restraints System Note: The
passenger airbag status indicator The front passenger sensing system is OFF and ON indicator
lamps illuminate for designed to enable may inflate the front a short period of time when the
ignition is passenger's frontal airbag anytime the first turned on to confirm it is functional.
Customer Relationship Center. See The conditions listed above may cause the Getting the
Services You Need page weight of a properly seated occupant to The Safety Canopy Do not
place objects or mount is mounted to the roof side-rail sheet equipment on or near the headliner
metal, behind the headliner, above each at the siderail that may come into The Safety Canopy
monitors the readiness of the above safety will not interfere with children restrained devices
plus the crash and occupant using a properly installed child or booster sensors. Page Airbag
Disposal Supplementary Restraints System The fact that the seatbelt pretensioners or airbags
did not activate for both front seat occupants in a crash does not mean that something is wrong
with the system. Rather, it means the restraints control module determined the accident
conditions for example, crash severity, belt usage were not appropriate to activate these safety
devices. Page 51 Keys and Remote Controls To release the key blade: Press and hold the
buttons on the edges of the transmitter to release the cover. Carefully remove the cover.
Remove the key blade. Carefully remove the battery with the E screwdriver. Page 53 Keys and
Remote Controls Reprogramming the Unlocking Function Note: When you press the unlock
button, either all the doors are unlocked or only the driver door is unlocked. Pressing the
unlock button again unlocks all the doors. Press and hold the unlock and lock buttons on the
remote control simultaneously for E at least four seconds with the ignition off. Keep the label in
a safe place for future reference. Twist a thin coin under the tab hidden If Equipped behind the
key blade head to remove Press the button to activate the the battery cover. Press the button
again or switch the ignition on to E deactivate it. Once you select a speed, it will be shown in the
display, followed by an Use the information display to create a audible tone when the
preselected MyKey: vehicle speed is exceeded. Once you You can clear or change your MyKey
have switched the vehicle off, however, you settings using the information display will need an
admin key to change or clear control on the steering wheel. If you choose to install a remote
start system, see an authorized dealer for a Ford-approved remote start system. Purchase a new
key from an authorized dealer. I lost a key. Program a spare key. See Passive Anti-Theft System
page The first pull or the remote control to lock and unlock unlocks the door and the second
pull your vehicle. Page 63 Doors and Locks Mislock The system allows you to unlock, operate
and lock your vehicle without using a key If any door or the liftgate or luggage or remote
control. Page 64 Doors and Locks The locking sensors are on the front door If both front doors
are closed, you can lock handles. Touch a locking sensor once to lock your vehicle and arm the
alarm. This will also prevent passengers and cargo from falling Press twice within three
seconds out. Page 69 Doors and Locks Your vehicle is equipped with a release handle that
provides a means of escape for children and adults if they become locked inside the luggage
compartment. Adults should familiarize themselves with the operation and location of the
release handle. Page Security Note: The system is not compatible with well as a remote control.
If your intelligent access keys are lost or Use of these systems may result in engine Page 71
Security Insert the first previously programmed Programming a Spare Intelligent coded key into
the ignition. Access Key 2. Switch the ignition from off to on. Keep You must have two
previously the ignition on for at least 3 seconds, programmed coded keys and the new but no
more than 10 seconds. If programming remains unsuccessful, have your vehicle checked by an
authorized dealer. It will be triggered if any door, the luggage compartment or the hood is
opened without using the key, remote control or Note: Make sure that you are sitting in the
correct position. See Sitting in the Correct Position page E 3. Lock the steering column. Seek
down or previous. The LED on the switch illuminates when the system is on. Note: The system
only operates when the engine is running. Press the button to switch the system off. The
system automatically controls the temperature to avoid overheating. Note: Fully defrost the
windshield before Intermittent Wipe you switch the windshield wipers on. Note: Make sure you
switch the windshield wipers and vehicle power off before using an automatic car wash. Page

Rear Window Wiper And Washers Wipers and Washers When you shift into reverse R and the
front wipers are on, the rear wiper may automatically turn on to intermittent wipe. Rear Window
Washer E To operate the washers and spray the windshield, pull the lever toward you. When
you release the lever, the wipers will operate for a short time. Condensation can be a natural
by-product of this design. When moist air enters the lamp assembly through the vents, there is
a possibility that condensation can occur when the temperature is cold. Page Autolamps
Lighting Push the lever away from you to switch When the lighting control is in the the high
beam on. See may not provide adequate lighting Information Displays page The lighting control
is in the autolamps Note: Typical road dust, dirt and water position. However, in 5. The
headlamps are off. Manually Overriding the System E Push the lever up or down to use the
direction indicators. E Note: Tap the lever up or down to make the direction indicators flash
three times to Push or pull the lever to switch between indicate a lane change. Door function
switch. Left-hand side map lamp. All lamps on switch. Right-hand side map lamp. Adjust the
ambient lighting using the touchscreen. Do not leave children unattended in Window Lock your
vehicle and do not let them play with the power windows. Page Exterior Mirrors Windows and
Mirrors Accessory Delay Close the window twice until it reaches If Equipped the point of
resistance and let it You can use the window controls for reverse. Close the window a third time
to the ignition or until opening either front door. Make sure that you fully engage the mirror in
its support when returning it to its original position. Note: Do not clean the housing or glass of
any mirror with harsh abrasives, fuel or other petroleum or ammonia-based cleaning products.
The moonroof stops short of the fully opened position. Note: This position helps to reduce wind
noise or rumbling that may happen with the moonroof fully open. Information display. Engine
coolant temperature gauge. Fuel Gauge. The following warning lamps and See Engine Coolant
Check page It the system on. The page Increased exhaust gas It illuminates when you switch
temperatures could damage the catalytic the headlamp low beam or the converter or other
vehicle components. Drive in a moderate fashion avoid heavy acceleration and deceleration and
have Lane Keeping Aid Warning Lamp Page Information Displays Trip 1 and 2 Option to display
all the values on screen. Option to select for navigation display. See Trip Computer page The
message indicator illuminates to supplement some messages. The indicator is red or amber
depending on the severity of the condition and it remains on until the condition is resolved. A
system-specific symbol with a message indicator may supplement some messages. See Blind
Spot Information System page Blindspot right sensor The system has detected a fault that
requires service. Page See Hill Start Assist page Keyless Entry Message Action Ford KeyFree
Key inside Displays if you leave a vehicle key in the luggage compartment vehicle and switch
the ignition on or try to lock your vehicle. See Keyless Starting page Low beam Bulb fault
Displays if a low beam bulb fails. Headlamp fault Service Displays if an electrical malfunction
occurs with the headlamp required system. Page Information Displays Starting System Message
Action Press brake to start Displays when you start your vehicle as a reminder to fully press the
brake pedal. Cranking time exceeded Displays if your vehicle fails to start. See Starting and
Stopping the Engine page Steering System Message Action Transmission Message Action
Transmission malfunc- Have your vehicle checked as soon as possible. Stop your heating Stop
safely vehicle as soon as it is safe to do so, switch the engine off and allow the transmission to
cool. Air conditioning cools your vehicle using outside air. To improve the time to reach a
comfortable temperature in hot weather, drive with the windows open until you feel cold air
through the air vents. Page Automatic Climate Control Climate Control Recirculated air: Press
the button to switch between outside air and recirculated air. The air currently in the passenger
compartment recirculates. This can reduce the time needed to cool the interior and reduce
unwanted odors from entering your vehicle. Heated seats if equipped : Press the button to
switch the heated seats on and off. Adjust the temperature control to the Adjust the temperature
control to the midway point of the hot settings. Adjust the temperature control to the desired
setting. Page Remote Start Climate Control Last Settings For additional cabin air filter
information, or to replace the filter, see an authorized You can set the climate control to operate
dealer. Whenever possible, it should be installed and properly adjusted when the seat is
occupied. Failure to adjust the head restraint properly could reduce its effectiveness during
certain impacts. Folding the Seatback 2. Push the seatback forward. Note: Before lowering the
seatback s , remove the outboard head restraints. See Head Restraints page Note: Your vehicle
may have split seatbacks that must be folded individually. Page Seats When raising the
seatback s , make sure you hear the seat latch into place and that no red portion is visible on
the release button on both sides. Available console features include: E Press near the rear edge
of the door to open it. Do not park, idle or drive your vehicle on dry grass or other dry ground E
cover. Press the push button ignition switch. Note: The ignition, all electrical circuits and all
warning lamps and indicators will be turned off. If a valid passive key. Page Starting and

Stopping the Engine Fast Restart The fast restart feature allows you to restart the engine within
20 seconds of switching it off, even if a valid key is not present. Within 20 seconds of switching
the engine off, press the brake pedal and press the button. Page Starting and Stopping the
Engine counting down from 30 seconds. If you do 3. Apply the parking brake. Another message
electrical circuits, warning lamps and appears in the information display to indicators. The
equipment includes a heater If you smell exhaust fumes inside element installed in the engine
block and your vehicle, have your vehicle a wire harness. Make sure the protective cover seals
the prongs of the block heater cord plug when not in use. The permanent injury. If fuel is
swallowed, pressure in an overfilled tank may call a physician immediately, even if no cause
leakage and lead to fuel spray Page Fuel Quality - Gasoline Fuel and Refueling Switching
Between E85 and Do not use any fuel other than those Gasoline recommended because they
could lead to engine damage that will not be covered by We do not recommend repeatedly the
vehicle Warranty. If Note: Use of any fuel other than those you switch from using E85 to
gasoline, or recommended can impair the emission This could damage the fuel system and its
seal and cause injury to you If your vehicle runs out of fuel: or others. Page Catalytic Converter
Fuel and Refueling 5. Fully close the fuel tank filler door. When refueling always shut the engine
off and never allow sparks or Note: Extra funnels can be purchased from open flames near the
fuel tank filler an authorized dealer if you choose to Page Fuel and Refueling E Left-hand side.
To open the fuel filler door, press the center rear E edge of the fuel filler door and Note: When
you insert the correct size fuel then release. Page Fuel Consumption Fuel and Refueling 5.
Insert a fuel pump nozzle or the fuel filler funnel provided with your vehicle in to the fuel tank
filler pipe opening. This action should dislodge any debris that may be preventing the fuel filler
inlet from fully closing. Note: If this action corrects the problem the message may not reset
immediately. The system protects the Motorcraft or Ford-authorized parts for environment by
making sure that your Page Fuel and Refueling If the service engine soon indicator remains The
OBD-II system checks the emission on, have your vehicle serviced at the first control system
during normal driving. A available opportunity. Although some complete check may take
several days. Page Transmission Transmission 5. Make sure the Using the Clutch floor mat is
properly positioned so it doesn't interfere with the full extension of Note: Do not drive with your
foot resting on the clutch pedal or use the clutch pedal to hold your vehicle at a standstill while
E Page Automatic Transmission Transmission 2. Fully depress the clutch pedal then If reverse
gear is not fully engaged, press start the engine. Press the brake pedal and shift the Release the
clutch pedal for a moment, gearshift lever to first or reverse gear. Page Transmission The
PowerShift 6-speed, dual-clutch Park P automatic transmission is designed to offer This
position locks the transmission and drivers both enhanced fuel efficiency and prevents the
wheels from turning. Page Transmission In order to prevent the engine from running You can
achieve extensive manual control at too low an RPM, which may cause it to by moving the
gearshift lever to the sport stall, SelectShift still automatically makes S position. When doing
this procedure, you will be taking your vehicle out of park P which means your vehicle can roll
freely. To avoid unwanted vehicle movement, always fully set the parking brake prior to doing
this procedure. Page Transmission 3. Insert the screwdriver or similar tool into the access hole
and press the lever foreword while pulling the gearshift lever out of the park P position and into
the neutral N position. Remove the tool and reinstall the panel. If rapidly by measuring the rate
at which you a metal-to-metal, continuous grinding or press the brake pedal. It provides
continuous squeal sound is present, the maximum braking efficiency as long as you brake
linings may be worn-out. Page Parking Brake Brakes Press the brake pedal firmly. Pull the lever
up slightly. Vehicles With Automatic 3. Press the release button and push the Transmission
lever down. Page Brakes The system will activate automatically on any slope that will cause
significant vehicle rollback. For vehicles with a manual transmission, you can switch this
feature off using the information display. See Information Displays page The system will remain
on or off depending on how it was last set. See General If your vehicle begins to slide, the
system Information page Vehicle with stability control maintaining control on a slippery surface.
You cannot switch the stability control system off, but when you shift into reverse R , the
system deactivates. See Principle of Operation page WARNINGS Note: If you attach certain
add-on devices To help avoid personal injury, please such as a trailer or bike rack, the rear
sensing read and understand the limitations system may detect that add-on device and of the
system as contained in this There is decreased E coverage area at the outer corners. Coverage
area of up to 6 ft 1. Page Parking Aids E Using Active Park Assist - When you think your vehicle
is properly Perpendicular Parking parked, or you hear a solid tone from the parking aid
accompanied by a display Press the active park assist message and a chime , bring your
vehicle button twice to search for a to a complete stop. Page Parking Aids Note: The system
always offers the last When you shift the transmission into detected parking space for example,

if your reverse R , with your hands off the wheel vehicle detects multiple spaces while you and
nothing obstructing its movement , are driving, it offers the last one. Page Parking Aids The
system does not offer a particular space The sensors may be covered for example, snow, ice or
dirt buildup. Covered sensors can affect the system's functionality. There is not enough room in
the parking space for your vehicle to safely park. There is not enough space for the parking
maneuver on the opposite side of the parking space. Objects that are close to either corner of
the bumper or under the bumper, might not be seen on the screen due to the limited coverage
of the Page Parking Aids Note: When towing, the camera only sees what is being towed behind
your vehicle. This might not provide adequate coverage as it usually provides in normal
operation and some objects might not be seen. In some vehicles, the guidelines may disappear
once the trailer tow connector is engaged. E Cruise control lets you maintain a set speed
without keeping your foot on the Setting the Cruise Speed accelerator pedal. You can use cruise
control when your vehicle speed is greater Drive to desired speed. The system is designed to
aid the The system automatically monitors your driver. The system stores the your vehicle
checked as soon as last-known selection for each of these possible. If you select aid mode
when you steering torque input toward the lane switch on the system, a separate white center.
Page Blind Spot Information System Driving Aids Why is the feature not available line markings
are gray when I can see the lane markings on the road? High cross winds Page Driving Aids
Note: The Blind Spot Information System The Blind Spot Information System does not prevent
contact with other vehicles illuminates an amber alert indicator in the or objects; nor detect
parked vehicles, outside mirror on the side of your vehicle people, animals or infrastructure
fences, the approaching vehicle is coming from. Information System off in the information If the
system detects a degraded display. Coverage decreases effectiveness. If the parking at shallow
angles. Here, the left Blind Spot Information System is blocked, sensor is mostly obstructed;
zone coverage Cross Traffic Alert is also blocked. A on that side is severely limited. Page Eco
Mode Driving Aids System Errors Note: Frequent short trips, where the engine does not fully
warm up, will also increase If Cross Traffic Alert senses a problem with fuel consumption the
left or right sensor a message will The system is accessed using the appear in the information
display. Open the liftgate and disconnect the tether by pulling it out. E 2. Rotate the luggage
cover upward. The system is located in the floor of the cargo area. The maximum GAWR is the
maximum allowable payload for your vehicle appears weight that a single axle front or on the
Tire and Loading label. Separate functional brakes should be used for safe control of towed
vehicles and for trailers where the Gross Combined Weight of the towing vehicle plus the trailer
exceed the Gross Vehicle Weight Page Load Carrying Steps for determining the Helpful
examples for calculating correct load limit: the available amount of cargo and luggage load
capacity 1. Locate the statement "The combined weight of occupants Suppose your vehicle has
a and cargo should never exceed pound kilogram cargo XXX kg or XXX lb. No, you do Special
Loading Instructions not have enough cargo capacity for Owners of Pick-up Trucks to carry that
much weight. Ford Motor Company has not approved a slingbelt towing procedure. If Your
vehicle is not approved the vehicle is towed incorrectly, or by any for trailer towing. If you are
using a tow dolly, follow the Your vehicle is not approved for instructions specified by the
equipment recreational towing with all four provider. Page Towing You can flat-tow all wheels
on the Note: The anti-theft system does not work ground, regardless of the powertrain and until
you reconnect the battery cable. Page Towing Note: There is no limit on towing distance. After
towing, start the engine within 15 minutes of reconnecting the battery cable. See Changing the
12V Battery page Never drive through water Pedals that cannot move freely can that is higher
than the bottom of the front cause loss of vehicle control and rocker area of your vehicle. Page
Installation Procedure Driving Hints E To install floor mats, position the floor mat so that the
eyelet is over the retention post and press down to lock in. To remove the floor mat, reverse the
installation procedure. Page Roadside Emergencies Towing â€” independent service
contractors, if not prohibited by state, To fully assist you should you have a local or municipal
law, shall tow Ford vehicle concern, Ford Motor Company of eligible vehicles to an authorized
dealer Canada, Limited offers a complimentary within 35 mi 56 km of the roadside assistance
program. Page Hazard Warning Flashers Canadian customers who require roadside repair fuel
leaks after a collision may assistance, call Ford Motor Company recommends Vehicles Sold in
Canada: Using that the fuel system be inspected by an Roadside Assistance authorized dealer
after any collision. Once your vehicle determines that the Do not attach the cables to fuel lines,
systems are safe, then the vehicle will allow engine rocker covers, the intake you to restart.
Connect the negative - cable to the negative - terminal of the assisting battery. Page Customer
Assistance Mailing address perform a repair after taking your vehicle to the authorized dealer.
Box authorized by Ford. Page In California U. Only In some states within the United States,
conform the vehicle to its applicable you must directly notify Ford in writing express warranties

if, within the first 18 before pursuing remedies under your months of ownership of a new vehicle
or If an agreement is not reached In those cases where country, contact the appropriate foreign
you continue to feel that the efforts by Ford embassy or consulate. These officials can of
Canada and the authorized dealer to If you are in another foreign country, To order the
publications in this portfolio, contact the nearest authorized dealer. Page Reporting Safety
Defects U. Traction control valve. Heated rear window. Heater blower motor. Start-stop module.
Engine management systems. Exhaust gas re-circulation relay. Rear power window without
door control unit. Transmission control module. Cooling fan â€” 1. Not used. Windshield wipers.
Traction control module. Brake lamp switch. Battery monitoring system. Relay coils, lighting
control switch module. Right-hand partially heated windshield element. Ignition coils - 1. Run on
water pump. Variable valves. Canister purge valve. Crankshaft position sensor. Universal
heated exhaust gas oxygen sensor. Active grille shutter. Micro relay Horn. Micro relay Front
window defroster partially heated windscreen. Micro relay Rear wiper. Power relay Delayed
accessory power. Mini relay Starter relay. Not used spare. Passive anti-theft system supply.
Page Fuses Ampere Fuse Circuits protected rating Interior lamps, driver's door switch pack,
glove box, ambient lighting, electric moonroof. Front cigar lighter. Luggage compartment lid
release. Driver's door lock. Information and entertainment display. Driver's door unlock ground.
Voltage quality monitoring KL Manual air conditioning heater module. Moonroof module.
Restraint system. Occupant weight sensor. Heated steering wheel. Page Fuses Ampere Fuse
Circuits protected rating Door module left-hand front electric windows, central locking, heated
exterior mirrors. Door module right-hand front electric windows, central locking, heated exterior
mirrors. Door module left-hand rear electric windows. Door module right-hand rear electric
windows. Blind spot monitor. Rear view camera without start stop module. Parking aid module.
E Using a fuse with a higher amperage If electrical components in the vehicle are rating can
cause severe wire damage and not working, a fuse may have blown. Page Maintenance 3. Lift
the hood and support it with the prop rod. To close the hood, remove the support rod from the
catch and secure correctly. Lower the hood and allow it to drop under its own weight for the last
8 in to 12 in 20 cm to 30 cm. Page Under Hood Overview - 1. See Brake Fluid Check page Engine
oil filler cap. See Engine Oil Check page Brake and clutch fluid reservoir left-hand drive. Page
Under Hood Overview - 2. See Engine Coolant Check page Brake and clutch fluid reservoir. See
Clutch Fluid Check page Engine compartment fuse box. Page Engine Oil Dipstick - 1. Make sure
that your vehicle is on level ground. Switch the engine off and wait 15 minutes for the oil to
drain into the oil pan. Release the accelerator and brake 3. Add engine oil that meets Ford
pedals. See Capacities and The message confirming that the reset Specifications page You may
is complete will no longer be displayed. Coolant concentration should be Keep your hands and
clothing clear checked using a refractometer. We do not of the engine cooling fan. Page
Maintenance Note: Coolants marketed for all makes and Note: In case of emergency, you can
add a models may not be approved to Ford large amount of water without coolant in
specifications and may cause damage to order to reach a vehicle service location. Your vehicle
does not zone and a message may appear in the maintain high-speed operation and the
information display. Contamination with dirt, Only use fluid that meets Ford water, petroleum
products or other specifications. Page Checking The Wiper Blades 9. Drive the vehicle at least
12 mi 20 km the battery should only be replaced with to completely relearn the idle and fuel a
Ford recommended replacement battery trim strategy. Do not move the wiper arms to the
service position manually when the ignition is on. The wiper arms lock when you switch the
ignition on. Page Adjusting The Headlamps Maintenance Note: Make sure that the wiper arm
does Headlamp Aiming Target not spring back against the glass when the wiper blade is not
attached. Lift the wiper arm. E 8 ft 2. Page Removing A Headlamp Maintenance E Note: There
may be an identifying mark on the lens to help you locate the center of the bulb. Note: To see a
clearer light pattern while adjusting one headlamp, you may want to E block the light from the
other headlamp. Grasp the bulb by only its plastic base and do not touch the glass. The oil from
your hand could cause the bulb to break the next time the headlamps are operated. See
Removing a Headlamp page Disconnect the electrical connector. Release the clip and remove
the bulb. Headlamp High Beam Remove the headlamp. Page Maintenance 2. Remove the bulb
holder by pulling it straight out. Remove the bulb by pulling it straight out. Front Fog Lamp
Remove fog lamp grille from the front fascia then unscrew the fog lamp. Remove the wing nuts
and detach the Brake lamp bulb. Brake Lamp, Rear Lamp and Direction 3. Remove the lamp.
Indicator E 4. E Brake and rear lamp bulb. Side marker lamp bulb. Direction indicator bulb.
Reverse lamp bulb. Remove the wing nuts and detach the clip. Contact an authorized dealer.
Wipe any dirt or debris from the air cleaner assembly to make sure no dirt WARNING gets in the
engine and to make sure you To reduce the risk of vehicle damage have a good seal. Page Drive
Belt Routing - 1. Install the air cleaner assembly lid and tighten the four fasteners. These tires

and wheels are designed to give your vehicle a sport appearance. The grades: The U. Grades B
and A standard unit of air pressure. Page Wheels and Tires G. H: Indicates the tire's speed
Letter Speed rating rating. Page Wheels and Tires J. The grades represent the layers of
rubber-coated fabric in tire's ability to stop on wet the tire tread and sidewall. Page Wheels and
Tires The tire suppliers may have C. Maximum Load Dual lb kg additional markings, notes or at
psi kPa cold: Indicates the warnings such as standard load, maximum load and tire pressure
radial tubeless, etc. Page Inflate all tires to the width of the tire in millimeters inflation pressure
recommended from sidewall edge to sidewall by Ford Motor Company. In general, the larger the
number, the wider the tire. Page Safety automatic service station gauges Compliance
Certification Label may be inaccurate. Ford affixed to either the door hinge recommends the use
of a digital pillar, door-latch post, or the door or dial-type tire pressure gauge Page Wheels and
Tires When weather temperature 3. Add enough air to reach the changes occur, tire inflation
recommended air pressure. Page Wheels and Tires Inspecting Your Tires and Tire Wear Wheel
Valve Stems Periodically inspect the tire treads for uneven or excessive wear and remove
objects such as stones, nails or glass that may be wedged in the tread grooves. Check the tire
and valve stems for holes, cracks, or cuts that may permit air leakage and repair or replace the
Page This provided by Ford. Page Use of any tire or wheel 2. Lubricate the tire bead and not
recommended by Ford can wheel bead seat area again. Page Highway Hazards The use of
wheels or tires not No matter how carefully you drive recommended by Ford Motor there is
always the possibility that Company may affect the you may eventually have a flat tire operation
of your tire pressure on the highway. Page Wheels and Tires Tire and Wheel Alignment Tire
Rotation A bad jolt from hitting a curb or WARNING pothole can cause the front end If the tire
label shows of your vehicle to become different tire pressures for the misaligned or cause
damage to front and rear tires and the vehicle your tires. Use of they do not touch any wiring,
brake any tire or wheel not recommended by lines or fuel lines. The low tire pressure warning
light will turn on if the tire pressure is significantly low. Page Wheels and Tires Low tire
pressure Possible cause Customer action required warning light Solid warning light Tire s
under-inflated Make sure tires are at the proper pres- sure. See Inflating your tires in this
chapter. If the dissimilar spare tire or wheel Ford Tire Mobility Kit sealant should be is damaged,
it should be replaced rather used. Page Wheels and Tires 1. If the vehicle slips off the jack, you
or someone else could be seriously injured. Do not attempt to change a tire on the side of the
vehicle close to moving traffic. Lift the carpeted wheel cover at an angle to access the spare tire
compartment. Place the wheel in the spare tire well with the valve stem facing down. Page Lug
Nuts M12 x 1. Use only Ford recommended replacement fasteners. Page Engine Specifications 2. Page Motorcraft Parts - 1. Use of other parts may impact vehicle performance, emissions and
durability. Page Motorcraft Parts - 2. The Safety Compliance Certification Label be following
table shows the transmission affixed to a vehicle and prescribe where code along with the
transmission the Safety Compliance Certification Label Page Capacities And Specifications - 1.
Only use fluid that meets Ford specifications. Page Capacities And Specifications - 2. Only
qualified personnel should service the air conditioning refrigerant system. Opening the air
conditioning refrigerant system can cause personal injury. Capacities Item Capacity Page We
recommend that you use Motorcraft Quantity oil and fluids for your vehicle. CXCA Canada Page
Capacities and Specifications Alternative Engine Oil for we recommend that you use the
following Extremely Cold Climates alternative engine oil in extremely cold climates, where the
ambient temperature To improve engine cold start performance, reaches Turn the control to
adjust the volume. Function buttons: Select different functions of the audio system depending
on which mode you are in such as Radio mode or CD mode. CD slot: Insert a CD. Press to mute
the station. In media mode, turn to select a new track. Press to either play or pause a track. This
button also mutes the radio sources. We strongly recommend that you use extreme caution
when using any device that may take your focus off the road. Eject: Press to eject a CD.
Volume: Turn to adjust the volume. You need this number when communicating with Sirius to
activate, modify or track your account. Channel Guide Select to view available satellite radio
channels. Scan Folder Select to scan all music in the current MP3 folder. CD Compression
Select to bring soft and loud passages together for a more consistent listening level. Clock
Settings Set Time Select to set the time. Driving while distracted can result in Check with an
authorized dealer. Page Audio System than analog broadcasts with free, When HD Radio
broadcasts are active, you crystal-clear audio and no static or can access the following
functions: distortion. Page Audio System In order to provide the best possible technology.
Independent entities own and experience, use the contact form to report operate each station.
These stations are any station issues found while listening to responsible for ensuring all audio
streams a station broadcasting with HD Radio and data fields are accurate. Ford Motor
entertainment satellite radio channels. For Company and iBiquity Digital Corp. Page Audio

System SIRIUS satellite radio is a For more information on extended subscription-based
satellite radio service subscription terms a service fee is that broadcasts a variety of music,
sports, required , the online media player and a news, weather, traffic and entertainment
complete list of SIRIUS satellite radio programming. None found All the channels in the Use the
channel guide to selected category are either turn off the Lock or Skip Check Channel Guide
skipped or locked. This allows you to: supports this. Place cords and cables Times are subject
to change due to out of the way, so they do not interfere with the operation of pedals, seats,
holidays. Ford Motor This system helps you control many Company and Ford of Canada will not
features using voice commands. This access the system data for any purpose allows you to
keep your hands on the other than as described absent consent, a wheel and focus on what is
around you. Page SYNC System Interaction and Feedback The default setting is to a higher level
of interaction in order to help you learn to use The system provides feedback through the
system. You can change these settings audible tones, prompts, questions and at any time. Page
Using Sync With Your Phone SYNC To adjust this setting press the voice button, when
prompted say: Voice Command Action and Description voice settings Then any of the
following: phone confirmation on When enabled, this feature will prompt you to confirm any
voice initiated call command prior to the call being placed. Your cell phone may also with
questions, such as setting the current prompt you to give SYNC permission to phone as the
primary phone the phone access information. For listen to read [text] message example you
could say "Call Home". Page SYNC on the steering wheel or select the end call option in the
audio display. SYNC may When receiving a call, you can answer the ask you to confirm the type
call by pressing the accept call button on To switch the microphone on, select the option again.
Privacy Switch a call from an active hands-free environment to your cellular phone for a more
private conversation. When selected, the audio display indicates the call is private. Phonebook
Access your downloaded phonebook. Press the OK button to confirm and enter. You can use
the options at the bottom of the screen to access an alphabetical category quickly. Page SYNC
Using the screen you also have the following options: Menu Description and action Item Ignore
Select this option, or do nothing, and the message goes into your text message inbox. View
Select the view option to open the text message. Once selected, you have the ability to have the
message read to you, to view other messages. Page SYNC Sending a Text Message Note: You
can send text messages either by choosing a contact from the phonebook Note: You can only
send a text message to and selecting the text option from the audio one recipient at a time. See
your device's manual on how to push contacts. Press the OK button to add more contacts from
your phonebook. Delete When a message asking you to delete appears, select the option to
confirm. When a message to begin pairing appears in the audio display, search for SYNC on
your phone. See your phone's manual if necessary. Page SYNC Scroll to select from the
following options: Display Description and action Bluetooth on Check or uncheck this option to
switch the system's Bluetooth interface off or on. Select this option, and then press the OK
button to change the option's status. Set defaults Return to the factory default settings without
erasing your indexed information such as phonebook, call history, text Page This includes Data
is sent to Ford in the United States any additional charges incurred due to through the
connected device. The driving in areas when roaming out of a home information is encrypted
and includes your network. Up-To-Date No update is required. The system is trying to receive an
update. Update settings Menu Item Action and Description USB ports. You can say any of the
voice commands that appear within open and close brackets that are separated by. Not all
devices support this command. Then any of the following: Message Description and Action
Shuffle Choose to shuffle or repeat your music. Once you make your choice, it remains on until
you switch it off. Repeat track Choose to shuffle or repeat your music. Page SYNC If there are
media files, you have the following options: Display Description and Action Play all Play all
indexed media files from your device one at a time in numerical order. Press the OK button to
select. The first track title appears in the display. Scroll to browse indexed media files on the
device, and then press the OK button. After the new indexing is complete, you can choose what
to play from the USB song library. You can use the buttons at the bottom of the audio display to
jump to a certain alphabetical category quickly. Page SYNC Voice Commands for Audio Voice
Command Sources who's who is this who plays this Your voice system allows you to change
what's what is playing [now] what audio sources with a simple voice which song track artist is
this command. Page Sync Troubleshooting SYNC Use the website at any time to check your
Voice Command phone's compatibility, register your account and set preferences as well as
shuffle random mix CD [player] access a customer representative via an disc [on] online chat
during certain hours. Visit shuffle random mix folder [on] Remove any pictures or special ring
tones associ- ated with the missing contact. Depending upon your phone, you may have to
grant SYNC permission to access your phonebook contacts. This is a phone-dependent Go to

the website to review feature. This may be a possible resetting the device or phone malfunction.
Your music files may not contain the correct artist, Make sure that all song song title, album or
genre details are populated. Page SYNC Voice command issues Issue Possible cause s
Possible solution s The system works better if The system may not be you list full names, such
as reading the name the same "Joe Wilson" rather than way you are saying it. Contacts in your
phonebook Do not use special charac- may be very short and Page Possible solution s login on
the app on the phone before using them with AppLink. Closing and restarting apps may help
SYNC find the application if you cannot discover it inside the vehicle. Page Force close or
uninstall the a limited number of apps you do not want SYNC bluetooth ports apps can to find. If
the app has a "Ford I can only see some of the use to connect. If you have SYNC" setting,
disable that By Driving while distracted can result in integrating with your Bluetooth-enabled
loss of vehicle control, crash and phone, the touchscreen provides easy injury. Page SYNC Item
Menu Item Action and Description Status Bar This bar displays icons and messages pertaining
to current system activities including climate settings, voice commands and phone functions
such as text messages. Home This button is available on the main screens. Pressing it takes
you to the home screen view. A caller cannot hear you. Mute This icon displays when the audio
system is muted. Bluetooth Alert This icon displays when there is an active Bluetooth alert.
Bluetooth This icon displays to show an active Bluetooth connection. Page Website Do not wait
for Assist to make an emergency call if you can do it Dial emergency services See your device's
user guide for further Driving while distracted can result in information. Page Visit the website
to sign up and register. Please You must also give the system permission check the website for
minimum to update automatically. Upon vehicle requirements. Once you have inserted the
delivery, the System asks you if you would USB drive into your computer, choose to like to use
the automatic update feature. Ford Motor Company and Ford of Canada Privacy Information do
not access the system data for any purpose other than as described absent If your vehicle does
not have navigation, this space contains the compass. Phone The name of the connected phone
appears on the screen. The status of the phone features also appear. This includes signal
strength, battery charge, assist setting state On or Off , text messaging and roaming. If
equipped. You can access each feature controlled by You can touch any of the feature displays
SYNC 3 through a variety of commands. To pair your phone, press the voice button and when
prompted, say: Voice command Description Pair Phone Follow the on-screen instructions to
complete the pairing process. Detour Allows you to select an alternate route. Repeat Instruction
Repeats the last guidance prompt. Show Route Shows the current route. Where Am I Provides
current location. Activation and If Equipped a subscription are required. Page Entertainment
SYNC Note: Depending on the current climate To disable this automatic fan speed control
settings, the fan speed may reduction feature during voice sessions, automatically go down
while issuing voice press and hold the climate control AC and commands or while making and
receiving Recirculated air buttons simultaneously, phone calls via SYNC to reduce the amount
release and then increase fan speed within Message Message and description Sources Sources
Press this button to select the source of Direct Tune media you want to listen to. Page This
includes canceling, moving or adding particular channels, and its prices, at any time, with or
without notice to you. Ford Motor Company shall not be responsible for any such programming
changes. Note: This receiver includes the eCos real-time operating system. You can replay
approx- imately 45 minutes of audio as long as you remain tuned to the current station.
Changing stations erases the previous audio. Live When you are in replay mode, you are not
able to select a different preset until you return to live audio. This seconds to produce audio for
message should disappear the selected channel. Satellite antenna fault There is an internal
module or If this message does not clear system failure present. Your station, and then changes
to orange when system has a special receiver that allows digital audio is playing. When this
logo is it to receive digital broadcasts where available, you may also see Title and Artist
available in addition to the analog Page SYNC HD Radio Reception and Station Troubleshooting
Potential reception issues Reception area If you are listening to a multicast station and you are
on the fringe of the reception area, the station may mute due to weak signal strength. If you are
listening to HD1, the system changes back to the analog broadcast until the digital broadcast is
available again. Content may be Confirm that the six-digit number PHONE appearing on your
phone matches the six-digit number on the touchscreen. The touchscreen indicates when the
Driving while distracted can result in pairing is successful. List You can place a call by selecting
an entry from this list. You can choose: Incoming Outgoing Missed Contacts All of your
contacts from your phone display in alphabetical order. You can back to SYNC 3. Note:
Downloading and sending text Keypad Press this to access messages using Bluetooth are cell
Select Apple CarPlay on the To disable this feature from the touchscreen. Page SYNC 3D city
models are complete 3D models Re-center the map by pressing of entire city areas including

navigable this icon whenever you scroll the roads, parks, rivers and rendered buildings. Page
SYNC Destination Mode To set a destination, press: Menu Item Description Destination Enter a
navigation destination in any of the following formats: Search Street Address number, street,
city, state For example "12 Mainstreet Dearborn MI" Partial Address number, street if searching
in current state number, street and zip code or postal code in Canada if searching out of state
You can enter unique addresses that contain door number prefixes Home Select to navigate to
your set Home destination. The time it takes to travel from your current location to Home
displays. To set your Home, press: Home A prompt appears asking if you would like to create a
favorite for home. Once you have selected a category, follow the menus to find what you are
looking for. SYNC 3 may not always announce vehicle arrival at the exact point of your
destination and you may have to cancel a route manually. During active navigation, touch the
bottom Navigation Menu of the screen to view the menu and other See Settings page Settings
Where Am I? Provides your current location city and the nearest road. The following are only
available on the menu during an active navigation route: Cancel Route The system asks for
confirmation and then returns you to the map mode screen. Page SYNC Menu Item Add
Waypoint The waypoint list then appears and you are able to re-order all of your waypoints by
selecting the menu icon on the right hand side of the location. You can select up to five
waypoints. You can also have the system set the order Optimize Order for you by pressing Page
Apps Note: We encourage you to review the Page AppLink is only possible when Android Auto
select a mobile app using the system. Some apps Note: Ford reserves the right to limit may only
be accessible in the car through functionality or deactivate mobile apps at Applink and others
only through Android any time. Sports Info Touch this button to view scores and schedules
from a variety of sports. You can also save up to 10 favorite teams for easier access. Pressing
the button allows you to access the This button is available when a media following options for
active devices only. Auto Time Zone When active, the clock adjusts to time zone changes.
Update This feature is only available in vehicles with navigation. Page 4. The touchscreen
indicates when the pairing is successful. Website 5. Your phone may prompt you to give owner.
Contacts Delete Contacts Select this option to delete the in vehicle contact list. Deleting the in
vehicle list does not erase the contact list on the connected phone. Page SYNC You can enable
and disable the following options as well: Menu Item Action and Description Mute Audio in
When enabled, vehicle audio such as radio or apps is muted for the Privacy duration of the
phone call even when the phone call is in privacy. Roaming When enabled, an alert displays that
your phone is roaming when Warning Activate this feature to have the system display radio text.
The system only Route calculates one route based on your preferred route setting. Note:
Standard data rates will apply. Ford You can enable the control of compatible is not responsible
for any additional charges mobile apps running on your Bluetooth or you may receive from your
service provider, USB device on SYNC 3. Page Note: Ford is not responsible or liable for
General any damages or loss of privacy relating to usage of an app, or dissemination of any
About Information pertaining to the system and its software. Software Licenses Documentation
of the software license for the system. You can find this code on the owner's wallet Select this
button to add or erase a card in the glove box or from your personal door keypad code. To add
or authorized dealer. This is a cell phone- Check your cell phone's compatibility. Try switching
your cell phone off, resetting it or removing the battery, then try again. Text messages from
WhatsApp and Face- book Messenger are not supported. Your cell phone must support
downloading This is a cell phone- text messages through Bluetooth to receive dependent
feature. Password error. Verify password. Weak signal. Check for a poor Wi-Fi signal. Software
download takes Poor signal strength, too far Check the signal quality Page AppLink. Closing
and restarting apps may help SYNC 3 find the application if you cannot discover it inside the
vehicle. Tap the home button again, then select the app again to restart it. Page 3 to find. If the
app has a I can only see some of the can use to connect. Say the song or artist name exactly as
it is displayed on your device. For example, say "Play Artist Prince" Page 5 seconds the screen
will go black. Allow minutes for the system reset to complete. You may then resume using the
SYNC 3 system. Ford Support Page Contact an authorized Ford dealer for the accessories or
components to your manufacturer's limited warranty details, vehicle, you may adversely affect
and request a copy of the Ford Licensed battery performance and durability. In Accessories
product limited warranty addition, you may also adversely affect from the accessory
manufacturer. Protect Extended Service Plans! Extended Rental Benefits Page Ford Protect
Extended This information is subject to change. For Service Plan specialists at Box Page
Scheduled Maintenance If you do not use Ford authorized parts they you sell or trade it. Keep
all receipts for may not meet our specifications and completed maintenance with your vehicle.
Page When the oil change message appears in Additives and Chemicals the information
display, it is time for an oil This owner's manual and the Ford change. Make sure you perform

the oil Workshop Manual list the recommended change within two weeks or miles additives and
chemicals for your vehicle. Page Scheduled Maintenance Check every month Engine oil level.
Function of all interior and exterior lights. Tires including spare for wear and proper pressure.
Windshield washer fluid level. Check every six months Battery connections. Clean if necessary.
Body and door drain holes for obstructions. Cooling system fluid level and coolant strength.
Page Normal Scheduled Maintenance Scheduled Maintenance Multi-Point inspection Accessory
drive belt s Hazard warning system operation Battery performance Horn operation Engine air
filter Radiator, cooler, heater and air conditioning hoses Exhaust system Suspension
components for leaks or damage Exterior lamps operation Steering and linkage Tires including
spare for wear and proper Fluid levels ; Page Scheduled Maintenance When to expect the
message prompting you to change your oil Interval Vehicle use and example Normal Normal
commuting with highway driving miles No, or moderate, load or towing km Flat to moderately
hilly roads No extended idling Severe Moderate to heavy load or towing miles Page Scheduled
Maintenance At every oil change interval as indicated by the information display Inspect
steering linkage, ball joints, suspension and tie-rod ends. Lubricate if equipped with grease
fittings. Inspect the wheels and related components for abnormal noise, wear, looseness or
drag. Page miles kilometers. Ford Motor Company, however, urges you to have all
recommended maintenance services performed at the specified intervals and to record all
vehicle service. Vehicles operated in Replacement these conditions require frequent inspection
and replacement of the engine The life of the engine air filter and cabin air air filter and cabin air
filter. Those process. It is your responsibility to Page Should you have any questions
concerning are driving. Page Appendices substitute for your personal judgment. Page
Consumer-Related Disputes will also litigate any dispute in small claims court apply. You may If
such Page Appendices 1. Safe and Lawful Use 2. Account Information You acknowledge that
devoting attention You agree: a when registering the to the TeleNav Software may pose a risk
TeleNav Software, to provide TeleNav with of injury or death to you and others in true, accurate,
current, and complete situations that otherwise require your information about yourself, and b
to Page Appendices distribute, sublicense or otherwise is dependent on the accuracy of
transfer the TeleNav Software to navigation, as the maps or functionality others, except as part
of your of the TeleNav Software are not permanent transfer of the TeleNav intended to support
such high risk Software; Page Appendices conferred by implication, statute, inducement,
estoppel or otherwise, and The headings in this Agreement are for TeleNav and its suppliers
and licensors convenience of reference only, will not be hereby reserve all of their respective
rights deemed to be a part of this Agreement, other than the licenses explicitly granted and will
not be referred to in connection in this Agreement. Some States, HERE from complying with any
of its Territories and Countries do not allow obligations hereunder to deliver or certain warranty
exclusions, so to that distribute Data, such failure shall be extent the above exclusion may not
apply excused and shall not constitute a breach to you. Page Appendices B. Canada Data. Page
Appendices 2. Copyright Notice: In connection with either express or implied, arising by each
copy of all or any portion of the law or otherwise, including but not Data for the Territory of
Canada, Client limited to, effectiveness, complete- shall affix in a conspicuous manner the ness,
accuracy or fitness for a following copyright notice on at least particular purpose. Page
Appendices A. Third Party Notices. Any and all copies II. Europe Territory written consent from
Kartografie a. Poland, Slovenia E. Respective Country Distribution. Page Appendices
Gracenote. This product and service may party. We will try to perform maintenance at times
when congestion is 2. Your primary responsibility is the safe operation of your vehicle. Page
Index Low Fuel Minder Page Getting the Services You Need Page Index Hill Start Assist Page
Index Running Out of Fuel Page Index Text Messaging Print page 1 Print document pages.
Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from
disk. Upload from URL. More stars mean safer cars. Learn about crash test ratings. Combines
Driver and Passenger star ratings into a single frontal rating. The frontal barrier test simulates a
head-on collision between two similar vehicles, each moving at 35 mph. The Side Barrier test
simulates an intersection collision between a standing vehicle and moving barrier at The Side
Pole Barrier test simulates a crash into a fixed object like a tree or utility pole. The Rollover
Resistance test measures the risk of rollover in a single-vehicle, loss-of-control scenario. Learn
about safety technology. This is a record of safety issues for vehicles of this year, make, model
and trim. The vehicle identification number tells you if your car is affected. Learn about our
recall process. Report a problem with your vehicle, tires, car seats or other equipment. We
review every problem as we work to keep our roads safe. Report a safety problem. Every vehicle
has a unique VIN. Enter a VIN to learn if a specific vehicle needs to be repaired as part of a
recall. Recall information from this VIN lookup tool is provided by the manufacturer conducting
the recall. Skip to main content. United States Department of Transportation. Report a Problem.

Toggle navigation Homepage. Look up another vehicle Vehicle Comparison Tool. Compare
safety information. Search Vehicles Vehicle Comparison Tool. Safety Ratings. Learn about
crash test ratings Combines Driver and Passenger star ratings into a single frontal rating. Learn
about our recall process Have a safety problem? Report a safety problem Find recalls by VIN.
Search by VIN. Recently Searched. It's a pretty little car with a sporty feel and solid gas mileage,
though it was an adjustment for me coming out of a Fusion. I was pretty happy with my car for a
year, then everything went to hell in a handbasket! I took my car in for slipping transmission in
June of , they replaced the clutch. By September, it was back at the dealership for transmission
problems and rough idle. They replaced the clutch AGAIN and had the nerve to tell me that the
transmission only has problems in hot climates! Guess they think all women are totally ignorant
about cars. They also So far, the rough idle has not reappeared, so the motor mounts may have
been the problem. WHERE are these parts coming from, the salvage yard? Have they forgotten
that there ARE other car manufacturers? So, this is the nail in the coffin of my relationship with
Ford I have had my car back for less than 2 weeks and already it's back to its' same
transmission antics. Please, think twice Purchased a Ford Focus with 3k mikes on the
odometer. A month later the transmission began to shudder violently. It was addressed under
warranty. Heard that transmission can get locked up. Traded the vehicle. I bought the top of the
line Ford Focus. Had a Ford Focus and had clutch issues. Decided to upgrade because of the
clutch issues class action lawsuit is present on I was assured the had a different clutch system.
I was lied to. I now will be bringing the car back to the dealer again for the same issue. Ford
never fixed the issue and still selling faulty clutches in their new cars. I will now never buy a
Ford. I thought I was buying an American Car, do your research! It will cost thousands of dollars
to get it fixed if not under warranty. This car has essentially a manual transmission that shifts
via computer. The Focus has been plagued by transmission problems, and the dealer probably
will not inform of you of this fact prior to purchase. I found out about my transmission when I
noticed rough shifting and took it in for service. I had a focus hatchback and had horrible clutch
problems which took Ford over a year to fix. They ended up putting a new clutch in. I felt the car
was a lemon and was scared to commute with it so I traded it with 64k miles on it for a Focus
SE. I didn't want another Focus after the issues I had with the Well at 31k a little over a year of
having the car, I had to take it in because the car would shake when shifting or slowing down
plus it was dripping oil. The dealer had it about a week and told me they had to replace the
clutch. Same as the So I let them know how upset I was because this is why I didn't want to buy
another focus. I was assured when I purchased the "17 I would not have the problems the '14
had. This week at 32k my car is going back into the Ford dealer to be repaired because it is now
shifting before it should and is very noisy and sluggish when it does so. After having a tech in
the car to see what I was talking about they said they may have to replace part of the exhaust.
The car only has 32K on it. I am not happy at all. The only positive is the gas mileage. I get about
36 in the summer commuting. Which is way better then the Fusion I has in but so many more
headaches. The car handles the snow amazing for a front wheel drive but only after installing
snow tires. This may be my last Ford ever. Not happy with them at all. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. More about the Focus. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code.
See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Shift Away from the
Focus! Nice but!!! Beware of transmission issues. Promised no issues with a , yet it does!
Safety Technology Performance Reliability Value. Items per page:. Write a review See all
Focuses for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Focus. Sign Up. The current Focus sedan and
hatchback have been around since the model year without major changes, leaving it behind
many competitors in terms of available technology. The Focus offers a choice of two engines: a
naturally aspirated 2. The 1. Trim levels start with the bare-bones S sedan, while the SE, SEL,
and Titanium offer more equipment commensurate with increased price tags. What We Like:
The Focus remains one of the more fun-to-drive cars in its segment, with quick steering and a
responsive, well-balanced chassis. We think the clean exterior styling has aged well against
extroverted new competition such as the latest Honda Civic. The available Sync 3 touchscreen
infotainment system is refreshingly easy to use, with well-organized menus and large onscreen
buttons. The 2. Although Ford has smoothed its operation over the years, it shifts slowly,
eliminating any discernible advantage over a conventional automatic transmission while still
displaying the sometimes clunky low-speed behavior common among dual-clutch gearboxes.
The Focus resides on the smaller end of its segment, and its interior feels cramped. The rear
seat is tight for adults, and, even in the hatchback, cargo space is less than generous. Verdict:
As it ages, the Focus slides farther down the compact-car totem pole. New Cars. Buyer's Guide.
Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. The Best Sedans of Best EVs and Hybrids of
Best Pickup Trucks of Best Minivans and Vans of Best Station Wagons of View Photos. Expand
Collapse. This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page

to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about
this and similar content at piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From
Instrumented Tests. Quick Links Download this manual. Page 2 No part of this publication may
be reproduced, transmitted, stored in a retrieval system or translated into any language in any
form by any means without our written permission. Errors and omissions excepted. Page 8 3
Troubleshooting We recommend that you take some time to get to know your vehicle by reading
this manual. The more that you know about your vehicle, the greater the safety and pleasure
you will get from driving it. Page 11 Introduction Cabin air filter Front airbag E Front fog lamps
Check fuel cap Fuel pump reset Child safety door lock or unlock Fuse compartment Child seat
lower anchor Hazard warning flashers Child seat tether anchor Heated rear window Cruise
control E Heated windshield Do not open when hot Page Data Recording In order to properly
diagnose and service your vehicle, Ford Motor Company Power window lockout Ford of Canada
in Canada , and service and repair facilities may access or share among them vehicle diagnostic
information received through a direct Page 13 Ford of Canada privacy policy at is recorded by
the event data recorder Page California Proposition 65 Terms and Conditions. See SYNC page
US Only Ford Credit offers a full range of financing and lease plans to help you acquire your
vehicle. If you have financed or leased your vehicle through Ford Credit, thank you for your
business. Page Replacement Parts Recommendation A great way to know for sure you are
getting this level Call Page Mobile Communications Equipment We do not recommend
appropriately used, particularly in or endorse the use of aftermarket plug-in emergency
situations. Safety must be devices unless approved by Ford. The paramount when using mobile
vehicle Warranty will not cover damage communications equipment to avoid caused by an
aftermarket plug-in device. Page 17 Introduction recommendations and specifications that are
unique to your vehicle. Features or equipment listed as standard may be different on units built
for export. Correct vehicle usage and the authorized disposal of waste, cleaning and lubrication
materials are significant steps toward this aim. Page Installing Child Restraints Child Safety
Recommendations for Safety Restraints for Children Child Child size, height, weight, or age
Recommended restraint type Use a child safety seat Infants or Children weighing 40 lb 18 kg or
less sometimes called an toddlers generally age four or younger. Page 22 Child Safety 2. Pull
down on the shoulder belt and then grasp the shoulder belt and lap belt together. E 5. To put the
retractor in the automatic locking mode, grasp the shoulder portion of the belt and pull
downward E until all of the belt is pulled out. Page 23 1 inch 2. In Canada, check with your local
St. Do not use LATCH lower anchors for the center seating position unless the child seat
manufacturer's instructions permit and specify using anchors spaced at least as Attach the
tether strap afterward, if included with the child seat. Page 26 If your child restraint system is
equipped with a tether strap, and the child restraint manufacturer recommends its use, Ford
also recommends its use. Page 28 Child Safety If, with a backless booster seat, you cannot find
a seating position that adequately supports your child's head, a high back booster seat would
be a better choice. Children and booster seats vary in size and shape. Choose a booster that
keeps the lap belt low and snug across the hips, never up across the stomach, and lets you
adjust the shoulder belt to cross the chest Page Child Restraint Positioning Child Safety If the
booster seat slides on the vehicle WARNINGS seat upon which it is being used, placing a
conjunction with the instructions and rubberized mesh sold as shelf or carpet warnings
provided by your vehicle liner under the booster seat may improve manufacturer. Page 31 Child
Safety The childproof locks are located on the rear edge of each rear door and must be set
separately for each door. Left-Hand Side Turn counterclockwise to lock and clockwise to
unlock. Right-Hand Side Turn clockwise to lock and counterclockwise to unlock. Always drive
and ride with your Failure to follow this could seriously seatback upright and the lap belt
increase the risk of injury or death. Page Fastening The Seatbelts Seatbelts The seatbelt
pretensioners at the front seating positions are designed to tighten the seatbelts when
activated. In frontal and near-frontal crashes, the seatbelt pretensioners may be activated alone
or, if the crash is of sufficient severity, together with the front airbags. The pretensioners will
activate when the Safety Canopy is deployed. Page 34 Seatbelts Pregnant women should
always wear their In addition, the retractor is designed to lock seatbelt. The lap belt portion of a
if the webbing is pulled out too quickly. If combination lap and shoulder belt should this occurs,
let the belt retract slightly and be positioned low across the hips below pull webbing out again
in a slow and the belly and worn as tight as comfort will As the belt retracts, you will hear a
clicking sound. This indicates the seatbelt is now in the automatic locking mode. How to
Disengage the Automatic Locking Mode Unbuckle the combination lap and shoulder belt and
allow it to retract completely to disengage the automatic locking mode and activate the vehicle
sensitive emergency locking mode. The driver's safety belt is not buckled The safety belt
warning light illuminates 1- before the ignition switch is turned to the 2 minutes and the warning

chime sounds on position The driver's safety belt is buckled while the The safety belt warning
light and warning indicator light is illuminated and the chime turn off. Page 37 Seatbelts If You
and the front seat passenger buckle The Belt-Minder feature will not activate. You or the front
seat passenger do not The Belt-Minder feature activates, the buckle your safety belts before
your vehicle safety belt warning light illuminates and a For the seating position you are Ford
Motor Company recommends that switching off, buckle then unbuckle the all safety belt
assemblies in use in vehicles safety belt three times at a moderate involved in a crash be
replaced. However, speed, ending in the unbuckled state. Page 39 Ford Motor Company dealers.
Only Ford seatbelt extensions made by the original equipment seatbelts manufacturer should
be used with Ford seatbelts. Ask your authorized dealer if your extension is compatible with
your Ford vehicle restraint system. Do not place objects under the front passenger seat or
between the seat and the center console. Page 44 Supplementary Restraints System Note: The
passenger airbag status indicator The front passenger sensing system is OFF and ON indicator
lamps illuminate for designed to enable may inflate the front a short period of time when the
ignition is passenger's frontal airbag anytime the first turned on to confirm it is functional.
Customer Relationship Center. See The conditions listed above may cause the Getting the
Services You Need page weight of a properly seated occupant to The Safety Canopy Do not
place objects or mount is mounted to the roof side-rail sheet equipment on or near the headliner
metal, behind the headliner, above each at the siderail that may come into The Safety Canopy
monitors the readiness of the above safety will not interfere with children restrained devices
plus the crash and occupant using a properly installed child or booster sensors. Page Airbag
Disposal Supplementary Restraints System The fact that the seatbelt pretensioners or airbags
did not activate for both front seat occupants in a crash does not mean that something is wrong
with the system. Rather, it means the restraints control module determined the accident
conditions for example, crash severity, belt usage were not appropriate to activate these safety
devices. Page 51 Keys and Remote Controls To release the key blade: Press and hold the
buttons on the edges of the transmitter to release the cover. Carefully remove the cover.
Remove the key blade. Carefully remove the battery with the E screwdriver. Page 53 Keys and
Remote Controls Reprogramming the Unlocking Function Note: When you press the unlock
button, either all the doors are unlocked or only the driver door is unlocked. Pressing the
unlock button again unlocks all the doors. Press and hold the unlock and lock buttons on the
remote control simultaneously for E at least four seconds with the ignition off. Keep the label in
a safe place for future reference. Twist a thin coin under the tab hidden If Equipped behind the
key blade head to remove Press the button to activate the the battery cover. Press the button
again or switch the ignition on to E deactivate it. Once you select a speed, it will be shown in the
display, followed by an Use the information display to create a audible tone when the
preselected MyKey: vehicle speed is exceeded. Once you You can clear or change your MyKey
have switched the vehicle off, however, you settings using the information display will need an
admin key to change or clear control on the steering wheel. If you choose to install a remote
start system, see an authorized dealer for a Ford-approved remote start system. Purchase a new
key from an authorized dealer. I lost a key. Program a spare key. See Passive Anti-Theft System
page The first pull or the remote control to lock and unlock unlocks the door and the second
pull your vehicle. Page 63 Doors and Locks Mislock The system allows you to unlock, operate
and lock your vehicle without using a key If any door or the liftgate or luggage or remote
control. Page 64 Doors and Locks The locking sensors are on the front door If both front doors
are closed, you can lock handles. Touch a locking sensor once to lock your vehicle and arm the
alarm. This will also prevent passengers and cargo from falling Press twice within three
seconds out. Page 69 Doors and Locks Your vehicle is equipped with a release handle that
provides a means of escape for children and adults if they become locked inside the luggage
compartment. Adults should familiarize themselves with the operation and location of the
release handle. Page Security Note: The system is not compatible with well as a remote control.
If your intelligent access keys are lost or Use of these systems may result in engine Page 71
Security Insert the first previously programmed Programming a Spare Intelligent coded key into
the ignition. Access Key 2. Switch the ignition from off to on. Keep You must have two
previously the ignition on for at least 3 seconds, programmed coded keys and the new but no
more than 10 seconds. If programming remains unsuccessful, have your vehicle checked by an
authorized dealer. It will be triggered if any door, the luggage compartment or the hood is
opened without using the key, remote control or Note: Make sure that you are sitting in the
correct position. See Sitting in the Correct Position page E 3. Lock the steering column. Seek
down or previous. The LED on the switch illuminates when the system is on. Note: The system
only operates when the engine is running. Press the button to switch the system off. The
system automatically controls the temperature to avoid overheating. Note: Fully defrost the

windshield before Intermittent Wipe you switch the windshield wipers on. Note: Make sure you
switch the windshield wipers and vehicle power off before using an automatic car wash. Page
Rear Window Wiper And Washers Wipers and Washers When you shift into reverse R and the
front wipers are on, the rear wiper may automatically turn on to intermittent wipe. Rear Window
Washer E To operate the washers and spray the windshield, pull the lever toward you. When
you release the lever, the wipers will operate for a short time. Condensation can be a natural
by-product of this design. When moist air enters the lamp assembly through the vents, there is
a possibility that condensation can occur when the temperature is cold. Page Autolamps
Lighting Push the lever away from you to switch When the lighting control is in the the high
beam on. See may not provide adequate lighting Information Displays page The lighting control
is in the autolamps Note: Typical road dust, dirt and water position. However, in 5. The
headlamps are off. Manually Overriding the System E Push the lever up or down to use the
direction indicators. E Note: Tap the lever up or down to make the direction indicators flash
three times to Push or pull the lever to switch between indicate a lane change. Door function
switch. Left-hand side map lamp. All lamps on switch. Right-hand side map lamp. Adjust the
ambient lighting using the touchscreen. Do not leave children unattended in Window Lock your
vehicle and do not let them play with the power windows. Page Exterior Mirrors Windows and
Mirrors Accessory Delay Close the window twice until it reaches If Equipped the point of
resistance and let it You can use the window controls for reverse. Close the window a third time
to the ignition or until opening either front door. Make sure that you fully engage the mirror in
its support when returning it to its original position. Note: Do not clean the housing or glass of
any mirror with harsh abrasives, fuel or other petroleum or ammonia-based cleaning products.
The moonroof stops short of the fully opened position. Note: This position helps to reduce wind
noise or rumbling that may happen with the moonroof fully open. Information display. Engine
coolant temperature gauge. Fuel Gauge. The following warning lamps and See Engine Coolant
Check page It the system on. The page Increased exhaust gas It illuminates when you switch
temperatures could damage the catalytic the headlamp low beam or the converter or other
vehicle components. Drive in a moderate fashion avoid heavy acceleration and deceleration and
have Lane Keeping Aid Warning Lamp Page Information Displays Trip 1 and 2 Option to display
all the values on screen. Option to select for navigation display. See Trip Computer page The
message indicator illuminates to supplement some messages. The indicator is red or amber
depending on the severity of the condition and it remains on until the condition is resolved. A
system-specific symbol with a message indicator may supplement some messages. See Blind
Spot Information System page Blindspot right sensor The system has detected a fault that
requires service. Page See Hill Start Assist page Keyless Entry Message Action Ford KeyFree
Key inside Displays if you leave a vehicle key in the luggage compartment vehicle and switch
the ignition on or try to lock your vehicle. See Keyless Starting page Low beam Bulb fault
Displays if a low beam bulb fails. Headlamp fault Service Displays if an electrical malfunction
occurs with the headlamp required system. Page Information Displays Starting System Message
Action Press brake to start Displays when you start your vehicle as a reminder to fully press the
brake pedal. Cranking time exceeded Displays if your vehicle fails to start. See Starting and
Stopping the Engine page Steering System Message Action Transmission Message Action
Transmission malfunc- Have your vehicle checked as soon as possible. Stop your heating Stop
safely vehicle as soon as it is safe to do so, switch the engine off and allow the transmission to
cool. Air conditioning cools your vehicle using outside air. To improve the time to reach a
comfortable temperature in hot weather, drive with the windows open until you feel cold air
through the air vents. Page Automatic Climate Control Climate Control Recirculated air: Press
the button to switch between outside air and recirculated air. The air currently in the passenger
compartment recirculates. This can reduce the time needed to cool the interior and reduce
unwanted odors from entering your vehicle. Heated seats if equipped : Press the button to
switch the heated seats on and off. Adjust the temperature control to the Adjust the temperature
control to the midway point of the hot settings. Adjust the temperature control to the desired
setting. Page Remote Start Climate Control Last Settings For additional cabin air filter
information, or to replace the filter, see an authorized You can set the climate control to operate
dealer. Whenever possible, it should be installed and properly adjusted when the seat is
occupied. Failure to adjust the head restraint properly could reduce its effectiveness during
certain impacts. Folding the Seatback 2. Push the seatback forward. Note: Before lowering the
seatback s , remove the outboard head restraints. See Head Restraints page Note: Your vehicle
may have split seatbacks that must be folded individually. Page Seats When raising the
seatback s , make sure you hear the seat latch into place and that no red portion is visible on
the release button on both sides. Available console features include: E Press near the rear edge
of the door to open it. Do not park, idle or drive your vehicle on dry grass or other dry ground E

cover. Press the push button ignition switch. Note: The ignition, all electrical circuits and all
warning lamps and indicators will be turned off. If a valid passive key. Page Starting and
Stopping the Engine Fast Restart The fast restart feature allows you to restart the engine within
20 seconds of switching it off, even if a valid key is not present. Within 20 seconds of switching
the engine off, press the brake pedal and press the button. Page Starting and Stopping the
Engine counting down from 30 seconds. If you do 3. Apply the parking brake. Another message
electrical circuits, warning lamps and appears in the information display to indicators. The
equipment includes a heater If you smell exhaust fumes inside element installed in the engine
block and your vehicle, have your vehicle a wire harness. Make sure the protective cover seals
the prongs of the block heater cord plug when not in use. The permanent injury. If fuel is
swallowed, pressure in an overfilled tank may call a physician immediately, even if no cause
leakage and lead to fuel spray Page Fuel Quality - Gasoline Fuel and Refueling Switching
Between E85 and Do not use any fuel other than those Gasoline recommended because they
could lead to engine damage that will not be covered by We do not recommend repeatedly the
vehicle Warranty. If Note: Use of any fuel other than those you switch from using E85 to
gasoline, or recommended can impair the emission This could damage the fuel system and its
seal and cause injury to you If your vehicle runs out of fuel: or others. Page Catalytic Converter
Fuel and Refueling 5. Fully close the fuel tank filler door. When refueling always shut the engine
off and never allow sparks or Note: Extra funnels can be purchased from open flames near the
fuel tank filler an authorized dealer if you choose to Page Fuel and Refueling E Left-hand side.
To open the fuel filler door, press the center rear E edge of the fuel filler door and Note: When
you insert the correct size fuel then release. Page Fuel Consumption Fuel and Refueling 5.
Insert a fuel pump nozzle or the fuel filler funnel provided with your vehicle in to the fuel tank
filler pipe opening. This action should dislodge any debris that may be preventing the fuel filler
inlet from fully closing. Note: If this action corrects the problem the message may not reset
immediately. The system protects the Motorcraft or Ford-authorized parts for environment by
making sure that your Page Fuel and Refueling If the service engine soon indicator remains The
OBD-II system checks the emission on, have your vehicle serviced at the first control system
during normal driving. A available opportunity. Although some complete check may take
several days. Page Transmission Transmission 5. Make sure the Using the Clutch floor mat is
properly positioned so it doesn't interfere with the full extension of Note: Do not drive with your
foot resting on the clutch pedal or use the clutch pedal to hold your vehicle at a standstill while
E Page Automatic Transmission Transmission 2. Fully depress the clutch pedal then If reverse
gear is not fully engaged, press start the engine. Press the brake pedal and shift the Release the
clutch pedal for a moment, gearshift lever to first or reverse gear. Page Transmission The
PowerShift 6-speed, dual-clutch Park P automatic transmission is designed to offer This
position locks the transmission and drivers both enhanced fuel efficiency and prevents the
wheels from turning. Page Transmission In order to prevent the engine from running You can
achieve extensive manual control at too low an RPM, which may cause it to by moving the
gearshift lever to the sport stall, SelectShift still automatically makes S position. When doing
this procedure, you will be taking your vehicle out of park P which means your vehicle can roll
freely. To avoid unwanted vehicle movement, always fully set the parking brake prior to doing
this procedure. Page Transmission 3. Insert the screwdriver or similar tool into the access hole
and press the lever foreword while pulling the gearshift lever out of the park P position and into
the neutral N position. Remove the tool and reinstall the panel. If rapidly by measuring the rate
at which you a metal-to-metal, continuous grinding or press the brake pedal. It provides
continuous squeal sound is present, the maximum braking efficiency as long as you brake
linings may be worn-out. Page Parking Brake Brakes Press the brake pedal firmly. Pull the lever
up slightly. Vehicles With Automatic 3. Press the release button and push the Transmission
lever down. Page Brakes The system will activate automatically on any slope that will cause
significant vehicle rollback. For vehicles with a manual transmission, you can switch this
feature off using the information display. See Information Displays page The system will remain
on or off depending on how it was last set. See General If your vehicle begins to slide, the
system Information page Vehicle with stability control maintaining control on a slippery surface.
You cannot switch the stability control system off, but when you shift into reverse R , the
system deactivates. See Principle of Operation page WARNINGS Note: If you attach certain
add-on devices To help avoid personal injury, please such as a trailer or bike rack, the rear
sensing read and understand the limitations system may detect that add-on device and of the
system as contained in this There is decreased E coverage area at the outer corners. Coverage
area of up to 6 ft 1. Page Parking Aids E Using Active Park Assist - When you think your vehicle
is properly Perpendicular Parking parked, or you hear a solid tone from the parking aid
accompanied by a display Press the active park assist message and a chime , bring your

vehicle button twice to search for a to a complete stop. Page Parking Aids Note: The system
always offers the last When you shift the transmission into detected parking space for example,
if your reverse R , with your hands off the wheel vehicle detects multiple spaces while you and
nothing obstructing its movement , are driving, it offers the last one. Page Parking Aids The
system does not offer a particular space The sensors may be covered for example, snow, ice or
dirt buildup. Covered sensors can affect the system's functionality. There is not enough room in
the parking space for your vehicle to safely park. There is not enough space for the parking
maneuver on the opposite side of the parking space. Objects that are close to either corner of
the bumper or under the bumper, might not be seen on the screen due to the limited coverage
of the Page Parking Aids Note: When towing, the camera only sees what is being towed behind
your vehicle. This might not provide adequate coverage as it usually provides in normal
operation and some objects might not be seen. In some vehicles, the guidelines may disappear
once the trailer tow connector is engaged. E Cruise control lets you maintain a set speed
without keeping your foot on the Setting the Cruise Speed accelerator pedal. You can use cruise
control when your vehicle speed is greater Drive to desired speed. The system is designed to
aid the The system automatically monitors your driver. The system stores the your vehicle
checked as soon as last-known selection for each of these possible. If you select aid mode
when you steering torque input toward the lane switch on the system, a separate white center.
Page Blind Spot Information System Driving Aids Why is the feature not available line markings
are gray when I can see the lane markings on the road? High cross winds Page Driving Aids
Note: The Blind Spot Information System The Blind Spot Information System does not prevent
contact with other vehicles illuminates an amber alert indicator in the or objects; nor detect
parked vehicles, outside mirror on the side of your vehicle people, animals or infrastructure
fences, the approaching vehicle is coming from. Information System off in the information If the
system detects a degraded display. Coverage decreases effectiveness. If the parking at shallow
angles. Here, the left Blind Spot Information System is blocked, sensor is mostly obstructed;
zone coverage Cross Traffic Alert is also blocked. A on that side is severely limited. Page Eco
Mode Driving Aids System Errors Note: Frequent short trips, where the engine does not fully
warm up, will also increase If Cross Traffic Alert senses a problem with fuel consumption the
left or right sensor a message will The system is accessed using the appear in the information
display. Open the liftgate and disconnect the tether by pulling it out. E 2. Rotate the luggage
cover upward. The system is located in the floor of the cargo area. The maximum GAWR is the
maximum allowable payload for your vehicle appears weight that a single axle front or on the
Tire and Loading label. Separate functional brakes should be used for safe control of towed
vehicles and for trailers where the Gross Combined Weight of the towing vehicle plus the trailer
exceed the Gross Vehicle Weight Page Load Carrying Steps for determining the Helpful
examples for calculating correct load limit: the available amount of cargo and luggage load
capacity 1. Locate the statement "The combined weight of occupants Suppose your vehicle has
a and cargo should never exceed pound kilogram cargo XXX kg or XXX lb. No, you do Special
Loading Instructions not have enough cargo capacity for Owners of Pick-up Trucks to carry that
much weight. Ford Motor Company has not approved a slingbelt towing procedure. If Your
vehicle is not approved the vehicle is towed incorrectly, or by any for trailer towing. If you are
using a tow dolly, follow the Your vehicle is not approved for instructions specified by the
equipment recreational towing with all four provider. Page Towing You can flat-tow all wheels
on the Note: The anti-theft system does not work ground, regardless of the powertrain and until
you reconnect the battery cable. Page Towing Note: There is no limit on towing distance. After
towing, start the engine within 15 minutes of reconnecting the battery cable. See Changing the
12V Battery page Never drive through water Pedals that cannot move freely can that is higher
than the bottom of the front cause loss of vehicle control and rocker area of your vehicle. Page
Installation Procedure Driving Hints E To install floor mats, position the floor mat so that the
eyelet is over the retention post and press down to lock in. To remove the floor mat, reverse the
installation procedure. Page Roadside Emergencies Towing â€” independent service
contractors, if not prohibited by state, To fully assist you should you have a local or municipal
law, shall tow Ford vehicle concern, Ford Motor Company of eligible vehicles to an authorized
dealer Canada, Limited offers a complimentary within 35 mi 56 km of the roadside assistance
program. Page Hazard Warning Flashers Canadian customers who require roadside repair fuel
leaks after a collision may assistance, call Ford Motor Company recommends Vehicles Sold in
Canada: Using that the fuel system be inspected by an Roadside Assistance authorized dealer
after any collision. Once your vehicle determines that the Do not attach the cables to fuel lines,
systems are safe, then the vehicle will allow engine rocker covers, the intake you to restart.
Connect the negative - cable to the negative - terminal of the assisting battery. Page Customer
Assistance Mailing address perform a repair after taking your vehicle to the authorized dealer.

Box authorized by Ford. Page In California U. Only In some states within the United States,
conform the vehicle to its applicable you must directly notify Ford in writing express warranties
if, within the first 18 before pursuing remedies under your months of ownership of a new vehicle
or If an agreement is not reached In those cases where country, contact the appropriate foreign
you continue to feel that the efforts by Ford embassy or consulate. These officials can of
Canada and the authorized dealer to If you are in another foreign country, To order the
publications in this portfolio, contact the nearest authorized dealer. Page Reporting Safety
Defects U. Traction control valve. Heated rear window. Heater blower motor. Start-stop module.
Engine management systems. Exhaust gas re-circulation relay. Rear power window without
door control unit. Transmission control module. Cooling fan â€” 1. Not used. Windshield wipers.
Traction control module. Brake lamp switch. Battery monitoring system. Relay coils, lighting
control switch module. Right-hand partially heated windshield element. Ignition coils - 1. Run on
water pump. Variable valves. Canister purge valve. Crankshaft position sensor. Universal
heated exhaust gas oxygen sensor. Active grille shutter. Micro relay Horn. Micro relay Front
window defroster partially heated windscreen. Micro relay Rear wiper. Power relay Delayed
accessory power. Mini relay Starter relay. Not used spare. Passive anti-theft system supply.
Page Fuses Ampere Fuse Circuits protected rating Interior lamps, driver's door switch pack,
glove box, ambient lighting, electric moonroof. Front cigar lighter. Luggage compartment lid
release. Driver's door lock. Information and entertainment display. Driver's door unlock ground.
Voltage quality monitoring KL Manual air conditioning heater module. Moonroof module.
Restraint system. Occupant weight sensor. Heated steering wheel. Page Fuses Ampere Fuse
Circuits protected rating Door module left-hand front electric windows, central locking, heated
exterior mirrors. Door module right-hand front electric windows, central locking, heated exterior
mirrors. Door module left-hand rear electric windows. Door module right-hand rear electric
windows. Blind spot monitor. Rear view camera without start stop module. Parking aid module.
E Using a fuse with a higher amperage If electrical components in the vehicle are rating can
cause severe wire damage and not working, a fuse may have blown. Page Maintenance 3. Lift
the hood and support it with the prop rod. To close the hood, remove the support rod from the
catch and secure correctly. Lower the hood and allow it to drop under its own weight for the last
8 in to 12 in 20 cm to 30 cm. Page Under Hood Overview - 1. See Brake Fluid Check page Engine
oil filler cap. See Engine Oil Check page Brake and clutch fluid reservoir left-hand drive. Page
Under Hood Overview - 2. See Engine Coolant Check page Brake and clutch fluid reservoir. See
Clutch Fluid Check page Engine compartment fuse box. Page Engine Oil Dipstick - 1. Make sure
that your vehicle is on level ground. Switch the engine off and wait 15 minutes for the oil to
drain into the oil pan. Release the accelerator and brake 3. Add engine oil that meets Ford
pedals. See Capacities and The message confirming that the reset Specifications page You may
is complete will no longer be displayed. Coolant concentration should be Keep your hands and
clothing clear checked using a refractometer. We do not of the engine cooling fan. Page
Maintenance Note: Coolants marketed for all makes and Note: In case of emergency, you can
add a models may not be approved to Ford large amount of water without coolant in
specifications and may cause damage to order to reach a vehicle service location. Your vehicle
does not zone and a message may appear in the maintain high-speed operation and the
information display. Contamination with dirt, Only use fluid that meets Ford water, petroleum
products or other specifications. Page Checking The Wiper Blades 9. Drive the vehicle at least
12 mi 20 km the battery should only be replaced with to completely relearn the idle and fuel a
Ford recommended replacement battery trim strategy. Do not move the wiper arms to the
service position manually when the ignition is on. The wiper arms lock when you switch the
ignition on. Page Adjusting The Headlamps Maintenance Note: Make sure that the wiper arm
does Headlamp Aiming Target not spring back against the glass when the wiper blade is not
attached. Lift the wiper arm. E 8 ft 2. Page Removing A Headlamp Maintenance E Note: There
may be an identifying mark on the lens to help you locate the center of the bulb. Note: To see a
clearer light pattern while adjusting one headlamp, you may want to E block the light from the
other headlamp. Grasp the bulb by only its plastic base and do not touch the glass. The oil from
your hand could cause the bulb to break the next time the headlamps are operated. See
Removing a Headlamp page Disconnect the electrical connector. Release the clip and remove
the bulb. Headlamp High Beam Remove the headlamp. Page Maintenance 2. Remove the bulb
holder by pulling it straight out. Remove the bulb by pulling it straight out. Front Fog Lamp
Remove fog lamp grille from the front fascia then unscrew the fog lamp. Remove the wing nuts
and detach the Brake lamp bulb. Brake Lamp, Rear Lamp and Direction 3. Remove the lamp.
Indicator E 4. E Brake and rear lamp bulb. Side marker lamp bulb. Direction indicator bulb.
Reverse lamp bulb. Remove the wing nuts and detach the clip. Contact an authorized dealer.
Wipe any dirt or debris from the air cleaner assembly to make sure no dirt WARNING gets in the

engine and to make sure you To reduce the risk of vehicle damage have a good seal. Page Drive
Belt Routing - 1. Install the air cleaner assembly lid and tighten the four fasteners. These tires
and wheels are designed to give your vehicle a sport appearance. The grades: The U. Grades B
and A standard unit of air pressure. Page Wheels and Tires G. H: Indicates the tire's speed
Letter Speed rating rating. Page Wheels and Tires J. The grades represent the layers of
rubber-coated fabric in tire's ability to stop on wet the tire tread and sidewall. Page Wheels and
Tires The tire suppliers may have C. Maximum Load Dual lb kg additional markings, notes or at
psi kPa cold: Indicates the warnings such as standard load, maximum load and tire pressure
radial tubeless, etc. Page Inflate all tires to the width of the tire in millimeters inflation pressure
recommended from sidewall edge to sidewall by Ford Motor Company. In general, the larger the
number, the wider the tire. Page Safety automatic service station gauges Compliance
Certification Label may be inaccurate. Ford affixed to either the door hinge recommends the use
of a digital pillar, door-latch post, or the door or dial-type tire pressure gauge Page Wheels and
Tires When weather temperature 3. Add enough air to reach the changes occur, tire inflation
recommended air pressure. Page Wheels and Tires Inspecting Your Tires and Tire Wear Wheel
Valve Stems Periodically inspect the tire treads for uneven or excessive wear and remove
objects such as stones, nails or glass that may be wedged in the tread grooves. Check the tire
and valve stems for holes, cracks, or cuts that may permit air leakage and repair or replace the
Page This provided by Ford. Page Use of any tire or wheel 2. Lubricate the tire bead and not
recommended by Ford can wheel bead seat area again. Page Highway Hazards The use of
wheels or tires not No matter how carefully you drive recommended by Ford Motor there is
always the possibility that Company may affect the you may eventually have a flat tire operation
of your tire pressure on the highway. Page Wheels and Tires Tire and Wheel Alignment Tire
Rotation A bad jolt from hitting a curb or WARNING pothole can cause the front end If the tire
label shows of your vehicle to become different tire pressures for the misaligned or cause
damage to front and rear tires and the vehicle your tires. Use of they do not touch any wiring,
brake any tire or wheel not recommended by lines or fuel lines. The low tire pressure warning
light will turn on if the tire pressure is significantly low. Page Wheels and Tires Low tire
pressure Possible cause Customer action required warning light Solid warning light Tire s
under-inflated Make sure tires are at the proper pres- sure. See Inflating your tires in this
chapter. If the dissimilar spare tire or wheel Ford Tire Mobility Kit sealant should be is damaged,
it should be replaced rather used. Page Wheels and Tires 1. If the vehicle slips off the jack, you
or someone else could be seriously injured. Do not attempt to change a tire on the side of the
vehicle close to moving traffic. Lift the carpeted wheel cover at an angle to access the spare tire
compartment. Place the wheel in the spare tire well with the valve stem facing down. Page Lug
Nuts M12 x 1. Use only Ford recommended replacement fasteners. Page Engine Specifications 2. Page Motorcraft Parts - 1. Use of other parts may impact vehicle performance, emissions and
durability. Page Motorcraft Parts - 2. The Safety Compliance Certification Label be following
table shows the transmission affixed to a vehicle and prescribe where code along with the
transmission the Safety Compliance Certification Label Page Capacities And Specifications - 1.
Only use fluid that meets Ford specifications. Page Capacities And Specifications - 2. Only
qualified personnel should service the air conditioning refrigerant system. Opening the air
conditioning refrigerant system can cause personal injury. Capacities Item Capacity Page We
recommend that you use Motorcraft Quantity oil and fluids for your vehicle. CXCA Canada Page
Capacities and Specifications Alternative Engine Oil for we recommend that you use the
following Extremely Cold Climates alternative engine oil in extremely cold climates, where the
ambient temperature To improve engine cold start performance, reaches Turn the control to
adjust the volume. Function buttons: Select different functions of the audio system depending
on which mode you are in such as Radio mode or CD mode. CD slot: Insert a CD. Press to mute
the station. In media mode, turn to select a new track. Press to either play or pause a track. This
button also mutes the radio sources. We strongly recommend that you use extreme caution
when using any device that may take your focus off the road. Eject: Press to eject a CD.
Volume: Turn to adjust the volume. You need this number when communicating with Sirius to
activate, modify or track your account. Channel Guide Select to view available satellite radio
channels. Scan Folder Select to scan all music in the current MP3 folder. CD Compression
Select to bring soft and loud passages together for a more consistent listening level. Clock
Settings Set Time Select to set the time. Driving while distracted can result in Check with an
authorized dealer. Page Audio System than analog broadcasts with free, When HD Radio
broadcasts are active, you crystal-clear audio and no static or can access the following
functions: distortion. Page Audio System In order to provide the best possible technology.
Independent entities own and experience, use the contact form to report operate each station.
These stations are any station issues found while listening to responsible for ensuring all audio

streams a station broadcasting with HD Radio and data fields are accurate. Ford Motor
entertainment satellite radio channels. For Company and iBiquity Digital Corp. Page Audio
System SIRIUS satellite radio is a For more information on extended subscription-based
satellite radio service subscription terms a service fee is that broadcasts a variety of music,
sports, required , the online media player and a news, weather, traffic and entertainment
complete list of SIRIUS satellite radio programming. None found All the channels in the Use the
channel guide to selected category are either turn off the Lock or Skip Check Channel Guide
skipped or locked. This allows you to: supports this. Place cords and cables Times are subject
to change due to out of the way, so they do not interfere with the operation of pedals, seats,
holidays. Ford Motor This system helps you control many Company and Ford of Canada will not
features using voice commands. This access the system data for any purpose allows you to
keep your hands on the other than as described absent consent, a wheel and focus on what is
around you. Page SYNC System Interaction and Feedback The default setting is to a higher level
of interaction in order to help you learn to use The system provides feedback through the
system. You can change these settings audible tones, prompts, questions and at any time. Page
Using Sync With Your Phone SYNC To adjust this setting press the voice button, when
prompted say: Voice Command Action and Description voice settings Then any of the
following: phone confirmation on When enabled, this feature will prompt you to confirm any
voice initiated call command prior to the call being placed. Your cell phone may also with
questions, such as setting the current prompt you to give SYNC permission to phone as the
primary phone the phone access information. For listen to read [text] message example you
could say "Call Home". Page SYNC on the steering wheel or select the end call option in the
audio display. SYNC may When receiving a call, you can answer the ask you to confirm the type
call by pressing the accept call button on To switch the microphone on, select the option again.
Privacy Switch a call from an active hands-free environment to your cellular phone for a more
private conversation. When selected, the audio display indicates the call is private. Phonebook
Access your downloaded phonebook. Press the OK button to confirm and enter. You can use
the options at the bottom of the screen to access an alphabetical category quickly. Page SYNC
Using the screen you also have the following options: Menu Description and action Item Ignore
Select this option, or do nothing, and the message goes into your text message inbox. View
Select the view option to open the text message. Once selected, you have the ability to have the
message read to you, to view other messages. Page SYNC Sending a Text Message Note: You
can send text messages either by choosing a contact from the phonebook Note: You can only
send a text message to and selecting the text option from the audio one recipient at a time. See
your device's manual on how to push contacts. Press the OK button to add more contacts from
your phonebook. Delete When a message asking you to delete appears, select the option to
confirm. When a message to begin pairing appears in the audio display, search for SYNC on
your phone. See your phone's manual if necessary. Page SYNC Scroll to select from the
following options: Display Description and action Bluetooth on Check or uncheck this option to
switch the system's Bluetooth interface off or on. Select this option, and then press the OK
button to change the option's status. Set defaults Return to the factory default settings without
erasing your indexed information such as phonebook, call history, text Page This includes Data
is sent to Ford in the United States any additional charges incurred due to through the
connected device. The driving in areas when roaming out of a home information is encrypted
and includes your network. Up-To-Date No update is required. The system is trying to receive an
update. Update settings Menu Item Action and Description USB ports. You can say any of the
voice commands that appear within open and close brackets that are separated by. Not all
devices support this command. Then any of the following: Message Description and Action
Shuffle Choose to shuffle or repeat your music. Once you make your choice, it remains on until
you switch it off. Repeat track Choose to shuffle or repeat your music. Page SYNC If there are
media files, you have the following options: Display Description and Action Play all Play all
indexed media files from your device one at a time in numerical order. Press the OK button to
select. The first track title appears in the display. Scroll to browse indexed media files on the
device, and then press the OK button. After the new indexing is complete, you can choose what
to play from the USB song library. You can use the buttons at the bottom of the audio display to
jump to a certain alphabetical category quickly. Page SYNC Voice Commands for Audio Voice
Command Sources who's who is this who plays this Your voice system allows you to change
what's what is playing [now] what audio sources with a simple voice which song track artist is
this command. Page Sync Troubleshooting SYNC Use the website at any time to check your
Voice Command phone's compatibility, register your account and set preferences as well as
shuffle random mix CD [player] access a customer representative via an disc [on] online chat
during certain hours. Visit shuffle random mix folder [on] Remove any pictures or special ring

tones associ- ated with the missing contact. Depending upon your phone, you may have to
grant SYNC permission to access your phonebook contacts. This is a phone-dependent Go to
the website to review feature. This may be a possible resetting the device or phone malfunction.
Your music files may not contain the correct artist, Make sure that all song song title, album or
genre details are populated. Page SYNC Voice command issues Issue Possible cause s
Possible solution s The system works better if The system may not be you list full names, such
as reading the name the same "Joe Wilson" rather than way you are saying it. Contacts in your
phonebook Do not use special charac- may be very short and Page Possible solution s login on
the app on the phone before using them with AppLink. Closing and restarting apps may help
SYNC find the application if you cannot discover it inside the vehicle. Page Force close or
uninstall the a limited number of apps you do not want SYNC bluetooth ports apps can to find. If
the app has a "Ford I can only see some of the use to connect. If you have SYNC" setting,
disable that By Driving while distracted can result in integrating with your Bluetooth-enabled
loss of vehicle control, crash and phone, the touchscreen provides easy injury. Page SYNC Item
Menu Item Action and Description Status Bar This bar displays icons and messages pertaining
to current system activities including climate settings, voice commands and phone functions
such as text messages. Home This button is available on the main screens. Pressing it takes
you to the home screen view. A caller cannot hear you. Mute This icon displays when the audio
system is muted. Bluetooth Alert This icon displays when there is an active Bluetooth alert.
Bluetooth This icon displays to show an active Bluetooth connection. Page Website Do not wait
for Assist to make an emergency call if you can do it Dial emergency services See your device's
user guide for further Driving while distracted can result in information. Page Visit the website
to sign up and register. Please You must also give the system permission check the website for
minimum to update automatically. Upon vehicle requirements. Once you have inserted the
delivery, the System asks you if you would USB drive into your computer, choose to like to use
the automatic update feature. Ford Motor Company and Ford of Canada Privacy Information do
not access the system data for any purpose other than as described absent If your vehicle does
not have navigation, this space contains the compass. Phone The name of the connected phone
appears on the screen. The status of the phone features also appear. This includes signal
strength, battery charge, assist setting state On or Off , text messaging and roaming. If
equipped. You can access each feature controlled by You can touch any of the feature displays
SYNC 3 through a variety of commands. To pair your phone, press the voice button and when
prompted, say: Voice command Description Pair Phone Follow the on-screen instructions to
complete the pairing process. Detour Allows you to select an alternate route. Repeat Instruction
Repeats the last guidance prompt. Show Route Shows the current route. Where Am I Provides
current location. Activation and If Equipped a subscription are required. Page Entertainment
SYNC Note: Depending on the current climate To disable this automatic fan speed control
settings, the fan speed may reduction feature during voice sessions, automatically go down
while issuing voice press and hold the climate control AC and commands or while making and
receiving Recirculated air buttons simultaneously, phone calls via SYNC to reduce the amount
release and then increase fan speed within Message Message and description Sources Sources
Press this button to select the source of Direct Tune media you want to listen to. Page This
includes canceling, moving or adding particular channels, and its prices, at any time, with or
without notice to you. Ford Motor Company shall not be responsible for any such programming
changes. Note: This receiver includes the eCos real-time operating system. You can replay
approx- imately 45 minutes of audio as long as you remain tuned to the current station.
Changing stations erases the previous audio. Live When you are in replay mode, you are not
able to select a different preset until you return to live audio. This seconds to produce audio for
message should disappear the selected channel. Satellite antenna fault There is an internal
module or If this message does not clear system failure present. Your station, and then changes
to orange when system has a special receiver that allows digital audio is playing. When this
logo is it to receive digital broadcasts where available, you may also see Title and Artist
available in addition to the analog Page SYNC HD Radio Reception and Station Troubleshooting
Potential reception issues Reception area If you are listening to a multicast station and you are
on the fringe of the reception area, the station may mute due to weak signal strength. If you are
listening to HD1, the system changes back to the analog broadcast until the digital broadcast is
available again. Content may be Confirm that the six-digit number PHONE appearing on your
phone matches the six-digit number on the touchscreen. The touchscreen indicates when the
Driving while distracted can result in pairing is successful. List You can place a call by selecting
an entry from this list. You can choose: Incoming Outgoing Missed Contacts All of your
contacts from your phone display in alphabetical order. You can back to SYNC 3. Note:
Downloading and sending text Keypad Press this to access messages using Bluetooth are cell

Select Apple CarPlay on the To disable this feature from the touchscreen. Page SYNC 3D city
models are complete 3D models Re-center the map by pressing of entire city areas including
navigable this icon whenever you scroll the roads, parks, rivers and rendered buildings. Page
SYNC Destination Mode To set a destination, press: Menu Item Description Destination Enter a
navigation destination in any of the following formats: Search Street Address number, street,
city, state For example "12 Mainstreet Dearborn MI" Partial Address number, street if searching
in current state number, street and zip code or postal code in Canada if searching out of state
You can enter unique addresses that contain door number prefixes Home Select to navigate to
your set Home destination. The time it takes to travel from your current location to Home
displays. To set your Home, press: Home A prompt appears asking if you would like to create a
favorite for home. Once you have selected a category, follow the menus to find what you are
looking for. SYNC 3 may not always announce vehicle arrival at the exact point of your
destination and you may have to cancel a route manually. During active navigation, touch the
bottom Navigation Menu of the screen to view the menu and other See Settings page Settings
Where Am I? Provides your current location city and the nearest road. The following are only
available on the menu during an active navigation route: Cancel Route The system asks for
confirmation and then returns you to the map mode screen. Page SYNC Menu Item Add
Waypoint The waypoint list then appears and you are able to re-order all of your waypoints by
selecting the menu icon on the right hand side of the location. You can select up to five
waypoints. You can also have the system set the order Optimize Order for you by pressing Page
Apps Note: We encourage you to review the Page AppLink is only possible when Android Auto
select a mobile app using the system. Some apps Note: Ford reserves the right to limit may only
be accessible in the car through functionality or deactivate mobile apps at Applink and others
only through Android any time. Sports Info Touch this button to view scores and schedules
from a variety of sports. You can also save up to 10 favorite teams for easier access. Pressing
the button allows you to access the This button is available when a media following options for
active devices only. Auto Time Zone When active, the clock adjusts to time zone changes.
Update This feature is only available in vehicles with navigation. Page 4. The touchscreen
indicates when the pairing is successful. Website 5. Your phone may prompt you to give owner.
Contacts Delete Contacts Select this option to delete the in vehicle contact list. Deleting the in
vehicle list does not erase the contact list on the connected phone. Page SYNC You can enable
and disable the following options as well: Menu Item Action and Description Mute Audio in
When enabled, vehicle audio such as radio or apps is muted for the Privacy duration of the
phone call even when the phone call is in privacy. Roaming When enabled, an alert displays that
your phone is roaming when Warning Activate this feature to have the system display radio text.
The system only Route calculates one route based on your preferred route setting. Note:
Standard data rates will apply. Ford You can enable the control of compatible is not responsible
for any additional charges mobile apps running on your Bluetooth or you may receive from your
service provider, USB device on SYNC 3. Page Note: Ford is not responsible or liable for
General any damages or loss of privacy relating to usage of an app, or dissemination of any
About Information pertaining to the system and its software. Software Licenses Documentation
of the software license for the system. You can find this code on the owner's wallet Select this
button to add or erase a card in the glove box or from your personal door keypad code. To add
or authorized dealer. This is a cell phone- Check your cell phone's compatibility. Try switching
your cell phone off, resetting it or removing the battery, then try again. Text messages from
WhatsApp and Face- book Messenger are not supported. Your cell phone must support
downloading This is a cell phone- text messages through Bluetooth to receive dependent
feature. Password error. Verify password. Weak signal. Check for a poor Wi-Fi signal. Software
download takes Poor signal strength, too far Check the signal quality Page AppLink. Closing
and restarting apps may help SYNC 3 find the application if you cannot discover it inside the
vehicle. Tap the home button again, then select the app again to restart it. Page 3 to find. If the
app has a I can only see some of the can use to connect. Say the song or artist name exactly as
it is displayed on your device. For example, say "Play Artist Prince" Page 5 seconds the screen
will go black. Allow minutes for the system reset to complete. You may then resume using the
SYNC 3 system. Ford Support Page Contact an authorized Ford dealer for the accessories or
components to your manufacturer's limited warranty details, vehicle, you may adversely affect
and request a copy of the Ford Licensed battery performance and durability. In Accessories
product limited warranty addition, you may also adversely affect from the accessory
manufacturer. Protect Extended Service Plans! Extended Rental Benefits Page Ford Protect
Extended This information is subject to change. For Service Plan specialists at Box Page
Scheduled Maintenance If you do not use Ford authorized parts they you sell or trade it. Keep
all receipts for may not meet our specifications and completed maintenance with your vehicle.

Page When the oil change message appears in Additives and Chemicals the information
display, it is time for an oil This owner's manual and the Ford change. Make sure you perform
the oil Workshop Manual list the recommended change within two weeks or miles additives and
chemicals for your vehicle. Page Scheduled Maintenance Check every month Engine oil level.
Function of all interior and exterior lights. Tires including spare for wear and proper pressure.
Windshield washer fluid level. Check every six months Battery connections. Clean if necessary.
Body and door drain holes for obstructions. Cooling system fluid level and coolant strength.
Page Normal Scheduled Maintenance Scheduled Maintenance Multi-Point inspection Accessory
drive belt s Hazard warning system operation Battery performance Horn operation Engine air
filter Radiator, cooler, heater and air conditioning hoses Exhaust system Suspension
components for leaks or damage Exterior lamps operation Steering and linkage Tires including
spare for wear and proper Fluid levels ; Page Scheduled Maintenance When to expect the
message prompting you to change your oil Interval Vehicle use and example Normal Normal
commuting with highway driving miles No, or moderate, load or towing km Flat to moderately
hilly roads No extended idling Severe Moderate to heavy load or towing miles Page Scheduled
Maintenance At every oil change interval as indicated by the information display Inspect
steering linkage, ball joints, suspension and tie-rod ends. Lubricate if equipped with grease
fittings. Inspect the wheels and related components for abnormal noise, wear, looseness or
drag. Page miles kilometers. Ford Motor Company, however, urges you to have all
recommended maintenance services performed at the specified intervals and to record all
vehicle service. Vehicles operated in Replacement these conditions require frequent inspection
and replacement of the engine The life of the engine air filter and cabin air air filter and cabin air
filter. Those process. It is your responsibility to Page Should you have any questions
concerning are driving. Page Appendices substitute for your personal judgment. Page
Consumer-Related Disputes will also litigate any dispute in small claims court apply. You may If
such Page Appendices 1. Safe and Lawful Use 2. Account Information You acknowledge that
devoting attention You agree: a when registering the to the TeleNav Software may pose a risk
TeleNav Software, to provide TeleNav with of injury or death to you and others in true, accurate,
current, and complete situations that otherwise require your information about yourself, and b
to Page Appendices distribute, sublicense or otherwise is dependent on the accuracy of
transfer the TeleNav Software to navigation, as the maps or functionality others, except as part
of your of the TeleNav Software are not permanent transfer of the TeleNav intended to support
such high risk Software; Page Appendices conferred by implication, statute, inducement,
estoppel or otherwise, and The headings in this Agreement are for TeleNav and its suppliers
and licensors convenience of reference only, will not be hereby reserve all of their respective
rights deemed to be a part of this Agreement, other than the licenses explicitly granted and will
not be referred to in connection in this Agreement. Some States, HERE from complying with any
of its Territories and Countries do not allow obligations hereunder to deliver or certain warranty
exclusions, so to that distribute Data, such failure shall be extent the above exclusion may not
apply excused and shall not constitute a breach to you. Page Appendices B. Canada Data. Page
Appendices 2. Copyright Notice:
l18 engine specs
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In connection with either express or implied, arising by each copy of all or any portion of the
law or otherwise, including but not Data for the Territory of Canada, Client limited to,
effectiveness, complete- shall affix in a conspicuous manner the ness, accuracy or fitness for a
following copyright notice on at least particular purpose. Page Appendices A. Third Party
Notices. Any and all copies II. Europe Territory written consent from Kartografie a. Poland,
Slovenia E. Respective Country Distribution. Page Appendices Gracenote. This product and
service may party. We will try to perform maintenance at times when congestion is 2. Your
primary responsibility is the safe operation of your vehicle. Page Index Low Fuel Minder Page
Getting the Services You Need Page Index Hill Start Assist Page Index Running Out of Fuel
Page Index Text Messaging Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't
have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL.

